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exploratory “by-product”. The dream part: to have a clear theoretical connection between such
observations and the existence of the critical point in the QCD phase diagram.

In order to reach these goals, we would need to put together an improved NA60-like experiment,
which could operate in the period 2010–2014. It is important to keep in mind that, despite the very
important guidance from theory, significant progress in the field crucially depends on high accuracy
measurements. An accurate measurement at the SPS can be more useful to push progress than a
“lousy” measurement at higher (or lower) energies. The new NA60-like experiment should collect
data in the following conditions.

. Pb-Pb at 158 GeV/nucleon: improved study of charmonia with respect to the NA50 data and
a completely new study of low and intermediate mass dimuons at the highest SPS energy
densities.

. Pb-Pb at 50 GeV/nucleon: measure the ρ spectral function at higher baryon densities and lower
temperatures; ideally it should be complemented by shorter runs (of about one week) with
other A-A systems and/or energies.

. Cu-Cu at 158 GeV/nucleon: to establish the “normal J/ψ nuclear absorption” before new
physics sets in and to confirm the location of the critical energy density (ε is not well defined in
p-A collisions).

. Pb-Be at 158 GeV/nucleon: “inverse kinematics” experiment, to measure nuclear effects in
charmonia production at negative xF (down to around -0.7).

If and when the SPS will be upgraded in view of the LHC luminosity upgrade, the so-called
SPS+ scenario, with two times higher energies, such a new experiment could also take Pb-Pb data
at higher energies. In particular, this would be very interesting to confirm, with high statistics, that
the J/ψ survival probability flattens out at 0.6, until it is further suppressed at the LHC due to the
dissociation of the directly produced J/ψ mesons (if thermal regeneration of charmonia states does
not take over).

Beyond the future
The only way to discover the limits of the possible
is to go beyond them into the impossible.

Arthur C. Clarke

Speaking of LHC, I cannot help expressing my personal dream of one day using the 7 TeV proton
beam in a fixed-target setup, which coupled to a high-luminosity slow extraction could provide very
interesting data on rare or forbidden decays in the Standard Model which involve muons, like the
D0 → µµ decay. Setting limits on the branching fractions of these decays restricts the parameter
space of many proposed extensions of the Standard Model, while an actual observation would be a
manifestation of physics beyond the Standard Model.
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Appendix A

NA60’s Silicon Pixel Tracker
for indium running
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This appendix collects two publications related to the NA60 silicon pixel tracker in view of, or
as used in, the indium run of 2003. These publications cover hardware, operation and performance
aspects. For that reason, it is a very important complement to both chapters 2 and 6.

Section A.1 details work prior to the 2003 indium run, namely individual assembly performance
tests and a test-run with three small pixel planes in real experimental conditions which took place in
October 2002 with a low-energy lead ion beam.

Section A.2 describes the detector’s performance during the indium run in 2003 with emphasis
on the accumulated radiation damage and vertexing abilities.
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Abstract

The NA60 experiment studies open charm and prompt dimuon production in proton–nucleus and nucleus–nucleus

collisions at the CERN SPS. The high multiplicity of charged tracks produced in heavy-ion collisions imposes the use of

silicon pixel detectors to perform an efficient tracking. This paper describes the design and assembly of the pixel

telescope and performance results from three detector planes operated in the high charged particle multiplicity

conditions of Pb–Pb collisions.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 29.40.Gx; 29.40.Wk

Keywords: Pixel detector; Vertex detector

1. Introduction

The NA60 experiment [1] aims at studying the
production of prompt dimuons and open charm in
proton–nucleus and heavy-ion collisions at the
CERN SPS. New state-of-the-art silicon detectors
in the vertex region complement the muon

spectrometer and zero degree calorimeter pre-
viously used in NA50. A radiation tolerant beam
tracker, based on silicon microstrip detectors
operated at 130K, measures the transverse co-
ordinates of the incident ions with a precision of
approximately 20mm: Together with the informa-
tion from the vertex pixel telescope this allows us
to measure the offset of the muon tracks with
respect to the event vertex and thereby distinguish
events where a pair of D mesons was produced in
the collision. So far, the NA60 data taking periods
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include proton–nucleus and low energy Pb–Pb
collisions in 2002 and high energy In–In collisions
in 2003.

2. The NA60 silicon pixel telescope

Downstream of the target and inside a 2.5 T
magnetic dipole field, a silicon tracking telescope
measures the charged tracks and allows us to
identify which of them provide the best match with
the muons measured in the muon spectrometer,
which is placed behind a hadron absorber. For
proton runs, this tracking telescope can consist of
silicon microstrip planes, whereas the high particle
multiplicity in heavy ion collisions imposes the use
of silicon pixel detectors.

The pixel telescope which NA60 developed for
the 2003 Indium run consists of 16 independent
detector planes with 96 pixel chip assemblies in
total, arranged along the beam axis over a length
of�26 cm; starting at�7 cm downstream of the
centre of the target. To optimally subtend the
angular acceptance of the muon spectrometer,

3oZo4 or 35oyo120mrad; the first planes are
smaller than the last ones. Fig. 1 shows the
arrangement of the pixel detector planes. Each
plane consists of several single-chip pixel detector
assemblies which are mounted on a planar ceramic
support (‘hybrid’). The assemblies are made from
radiation tolerant, 750mm thick ALICE1LHCb
pixel readout chips [2], bump bonded to 300mm
thick p-on-n silicon pixel sensors with 425�
50mm2 pixels. The detector planes closest to the
target comprise 4 of such assemblies, while the
planes further downstream comprise 8 assemblies
per ceramic, with two ceramics mounted back-to-
back to form one logical plane (Fig. 2). Since the
pixel cells are not square, they measure one of the
coordinates of the hit, x or y; with a better
precision, depending on their orientation when
positioned on the planes. To optimise the tracking
and vertexing performance of the pixel telescope,
the small planes exist in ‘x’ and ‘y’ versions,
while the large ones are all ‘x’, having the
best resolution coordinate perpendicular to the
magnetic field lines, to optimise the momentum
measurement. Some planes are placed with

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 1. The complete vertex telescope, consisting of 4-chip and 8-chip planes. The beam comes from the left, the magnetic field is

parallel to the y-direction.

Fig. 2. A 4-chip and an 8-chip hybrid.
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inverted orientation to maximise the overall
angular acceptance coverage.

Each of the single chip assemblies consists of a
matrix of 32 columns and 256 rows, resulting in a
total of 8192 pixels. In the readout chip, every
pixel cell contains a preamplifier, a shaper and a
discriminator, as well as control and readout logic
to transfer the binary hit information to the wire
bond pads at the edge of the chip [2]. The collected
and amplified charge is digitised by the discrimi-
nator whose threshold can be set by a global 8-bit
voltage DAC and individually adjusted for each
pixel cell by a local 3-bit DAC. Four ‘‘test
columns’’ have additional diagnostic outputs at
different stages of one readout cell. The chip is
operated at 10MHz and read out over 32 parallel
data lines. The chips on one plane are read out
sequentially. They were produced in a 0:25mm
technology and have been shown to remain fully
functional after exposure to radiation doses of at
least 12Mrad [3]. Therefore, the detector should
cope with the radiation levels of � 1Mrad per
week expected in the cells closest to the beam axis
on the first planes of the NA60 pixel telescope.

The readout chips are glued to the multilayer
hybrid circuit fabricated on Al2O3 or BeO
substrates. The ceramic support itself is glued
and wire bonded onto a printed circuit board that
provides mechanical support and routes all signals
between the front-end electronics and the data
acquisition, control and power supply systems.
The circuit boards, mounted on aluminium
frames, fit into slots of a support box between
the dipole magnet shims, defining the detector
positions with respect to the targets. The modules

are cooled by water at �121C circulating in a
copper tube attached to the back of the hybrid.
Fig. 3 shows a fully mounted 4-chip plane with the
aluminium frame and cooling tubes.

3. Tests of assemblies and modules

Prior to the installation in the experiment,
comprehensive quality assurance and system tests
were performed in the laboratory. Electrical tests
and measurements with radioactive sources
yielded threshold behaviour, the number of dead
pixels and pixels with missing bump connections of
the individual assemblies. Assemblies with more
than 96% of pixels working were used for the
construction of the planes. The assembled planes
were then tested and calibrated electrically for the
operation in the experiment, using the internal
pulser of the readout chip. Maps of dead and noisy
pixels were prepared using a 90 Sr source.
A common threshold voltage for all pixels in the

ALICE1LHCb chip is set by an internal DAC
called pre_VTH. The actual threshold value for a
given pre_VTH setting is measured by injection of
test charges with a varying pulse height. Measur-
ing the response of single pixels as a function of the
pulse height gives integrated gaussian distributions
whose 50%-point defines the pixel threshold,
whereas its width corresponds to the electronics
noise. Fig. 4 shows how the measured average
threshold depends on the value set on the
pre_VTH DAC, for each pixel chip assembly of
a given plane. One can see a linear behaviour of
the measured average threshold with the pre-set
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Fig. 3. A 4-chip pixel detector plane with aluminium frame and cooling tubes.
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value of the pre_VTH DAC. Thanks to low noise
values and small pixel-to-pixel variations of the
threshold, a nominal threshold value of 2000 e
could be used in the experiment. The measured
thresholds for a whole plane at this threshold
setting can be seen in Fig. 5. The measurement
shown yielded a threshold distribution with a
mean value of 1930 e and a width of 260 e. Given
the level of signal (approximately 30,000 e average)
and of noise ð� 200 eÞ a dispersion of 200–300 e on
a threshold set at 2000 e does not affect in any
visible way the performance of the detector.

Therefore, there was no need to use the pixel-to-
pixel adjustment, a complex fine tuning procedure,
which would have required some effort and a
thorough understanding of the sources of the
measured threshold dispersion.

4. Results from the 2002 lead ion run

Three 4-chip pixel detector planes were operated
in the NA60 experiment during the data taking
period of October 2002, when we studied Pb–Pb
collisions, at 30 and at 20GeV per incident
nucleon, 5 days at each energy. The target system
in this run consisted of three Pb targets of 0.5, 1.0
and 1.5mm thickness. The pixel detector planes
were positioned at 7.8, 10.1 and 13.1 cm down-
stream from the centre of the target box. Data
samples have been collected with two types of
triggers, both provided by the zero degree calori-
meter of NA60: the ‘‘minimum bias’’ trigger
simply required a minimal energy deposited in
the calorimeter, to stay above the intrinsic noise of
the detector; the ‘‘interaction’’ trigger had the
extra condition that this energy was significantly
below the total energy of the incident Pb ion, to
ensure that an interaction had occurred in the
target and the ZDC only measured the energy of
the non-interacting beam nucleons. No magnetic
dipole field was applied during the data taking.
Fig. 6 shows the number of reconstructed tracks

for minimum bias Pb–Pb collisions. A relatively
high track density of up to 100 or more tracks per
event can be seen, leading to an occupancy of up
to 2� 10�2 hits per pixel per trigger in the pixels
close to the beam hole of the detector planes. Fig.
7 shows a typical hit map in one plane, integrated
over several minutes.

4.1. Cluster sizes

The behaviour of the cluster sizes has been
studied in detail for all three planes since it is
directly related to the detector occupancy and
could be a limiting factor in forthcoming heavy ion
runs.
The collected data sample shows that the cluster

size mainly depends on three factors:
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Track angle—Fig. 8 shows the average cluster
size versus the slope of the track with respect to the
short pixel direction. To exclude the effect of
bigger clusters due to delta electrons, clusters of
more than three pixels were excluded. The plot
shows the behaviour expected from geometrical
considerations: with increasing track inclination
the number of neighbouring pixels crossed by the
particle, and thus the cluster size, increases.

Charge collection—As can be seen from Fig. 9,
the average cluster size increases with increasing
bias voltage, until the detector reaches the
expected point of full depletion (between 30 and
40V). A further increase of the bias voltage leads
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to a faster charge collection and to a smaller
charge spread parallel to the sensor surface,
resulting in a decrease of the cluster size.

Applied threshold—Fig. 10 shows the depen-
dence of the cluster size on the setting of the
discriminator threshold. As expected, the cluster
size decreases with increasing threshold since,
especially in big clusters, many pixels collect only
small fractions of the signal charge.

The behaviour of the cluster sizes can, to a good
extent, be understood by the effects described
above. The threshold setting can be used to lower
the occupancy of the pixel planes when necessary,
provided the efficiency does not change when
increasing the threshold (discussed below).

4.2. Track reconstruction

The spatial resolution and the efficiency of the
pixel detector were assessed as follows. In a first
step all tracks in the vertex telescope were
reconstructed for a given event, requiring that
each track has hits in all three planes. After
identifying all vertices inside the target region, the
vertex with the largest number of attached tracks
was chosen. Then a second track reconstruction

was done, this time requiring hits in all planes
except the one whose efficiency and resolution was
to be determined. Furthermore, an attachment to
the vertex found in the first step was required, to
reduce the combinatorial background. The tracks
found in this step were extrapolated onto the plane
under study, and that plane was checked for the
presence of a hit in the neighbourhood of the
extrapolation point. If no cluster could be found
within 3s of the track extrapolation, the chip was
considered inefficient for this track.

4.2.1. Efficiency

Fig. 11 shows the efficiencies determined for a
single chip versus the y position, corresponding to
the chip columns, of the extrapolated track. The
efficiency is almost 100% except for the regions of
the so-called ‘‘test columns’’, whose efficiency was
compromised by non-optimised DAC settings.
Excluding the 4 points obviously affected by these
columns, we get an average efficiency of 99.0%.
No dead or noisy pixels have been excluded from
this calculation.
Fig. 12 shows the average efficiency of a

complete chip, including the test columns, mea-
sured during a threshold scan. We can see that, for
thresholds between 1500 e and 4000 e, the effi-
ciency stays constant within the precision of the
measurement. This was expected since the average
charge of approximately 30,000 e deposited in the
sensor is much larger than the thresholds set.
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4.2.2. Spatial resolution

Comparing the positions of the extrapolated
track points with the hits found in the plane under
study yields residual distributions, from which we
can derive the spatial resolution. An example of
such a distribution is shown in Fig. 13 for the
50mm pitch direction. The distribution can be
described by a convolution of the intrinsic resolu-
tion of the pixel plane under study with the
resolution function of the track extrapolation. The
width of the residual distribution is approximately
13mm for both 1-pixel and 2-pixel clusters. The
contribution of the track resolution was estimated
assuming that for a given cluster pattern the
spatial resolution is equal in all three planes.
Under this assumption we could deconvolute the
two contributions, obtaining an intrinsic spatial
resolution of approximately 10mm for both 1- and
2-pixel clusters. At the same time equal numbers of
1- and 2-pixel clusters were observed in the data.
This indicates that approximately half of the pixel
width contributes to each class, since the ratio
between 1-pixel clusters and 2-pixel clusters is
directly related to the fraction of the pixel area in
which tracks cause single hits or double hits,
respectively. This is in agreement with the spatial
resolutions measured for both cluster types. The

measured value of the resolution is above the
theoretical value of 25mm=

ffiffiffiffiffi

12
p

¼ 7:2mm; where
25mm is half of the pixel width, which is consistent
with an additional contribution of the diffusion
width of the charge cloud in the order of 5–7mm: 1

4.3. Tracking performance

The tracks measured in the pixel telescope have
been used to determine the position of the collision
vertices. Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the
longitudinal coordinate of the reconstructed ver-
tices. The three Pb targets, as well as the cryostat
exit window of the beam tracker, are clearly
visible. The distributions for the three targets can
be described by a convolution of the target density
function and the gaussian resolution function of
the vertex reconstruction. Deconvolution leads to
the measured thickness of the targets and to the
reconstruction resolutions listed in Table 1.
Due to multiple scattering and increasing

extrapolation distance, the reconstruction error
increases from � 200 to � 500mm when going to
the most upstream target. The target thicknesses
extracted from the deconvolution are in good
agreement with the actual values of 1.5, 1.0 and
0.5mm. The precision of the vertex reconstruction
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depends on the number of tracks associated with
the vertex, as shown in Fig. 15 for the most
downstream target. The plot shows the Z-vertex
resolution versus the number of tracks. The data
points were fitted with a function of the form

s ¼
s0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

NTracks � 1
p (1)

resulting in the value s0 ¼ ð1050� 30Þmm:
Fig. 16 shows the correlation between the x

transverse coordinate of the vertex as measured in
the pixel telescope and the same coordinate
determined with the beam tracker. The correlation
width is approximately 30mm; including the
tracking resolution of the beam tracker and the
vertex resolution of the pixel telescope. Knowing
that the beam tracker gives the transverse co-
ordinates of the interaction point with a resolution

of�20 mm; one obtains a transverse vertex resolu-
tion of the pixel telescope of approximately 20mm;
for minimum bias collisions. Like the Z-vertex
resolution, the transverse coordinate resolution
improves for the most central collisions.
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Table 1

Z-vertex resolutions and thicknesses of the targets determined

from the measured Z-vertex distribution

Target 1 Target 2 Target 3

Z resolution 0:51� 0:01mm 0:32� 0:01mm 0:21� 0:03mm

Thickness 1:49� 0:01mm 0:98� 0:01mm 0:48� 0:02mm
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5. Summary

The silicon pixel tracking telescope is a crucial
detector of the NA60 experiment. In this paper we
described the basic concepts determining the
detector design, explained the assembly procedure
and gave some results from lab tests of chip
assemblies and modules. Three 4-chip tracking
planes were used in October 2002 to study low
energy Pb–Pb collisions. This was the first time
that such pixel detectors, based on the Ali-
ce1LHCb readout chip, were operated in the high
multiplicity environment of heavy-ion collisions.
The measurements show that these pixel planes
perform extremely well. In the meantime, the full
telescope has been completed, and was successfully
operated with high energy indium-indium colli-
sions. The corresponding data analysis is ongoing.
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Abstract

The NA60 experiment studies the production of open charm and prompt dimuons in proton–nucleus and

nucleus–nucleus collisions at the CERN SPS. To access the kinematics of charged particles already at the vertex level, a

radiation tolerant silicon pixel detector has been placed in a 2.5 T magnetic field near the target. This vertex

spectrometer was built from 96 ALICE1LHCB pixel chips arranged in 12 tracking planes.

The vertex spectrometer was successfully operated in a run with a 158GeV/nucleon indium ion beam incident on

indium targets in October–November 2003. During the five-week-long run it was exposed to high levels of radiation

distributed inhomogeneously over the detector. The most exposed regions of the silicon sensors underwent type

inversion.

With only a fraction of the total statistics analysed, the vertex spectrometer can already be seen to have dramatically

enhanced the physics performance of NA60 with respect to that of its predecessors.

r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 29.40.Wk; 29.40.Gx

Keywords: Silicon pixel detector; Radiation damage

1. Physics program

The NA60 experiment studies extremely hot and
dense matter produced in the collisions of ultra-

relativistic heavy ions from the CERN SPS
accelerator with a fixed target’s nuclei. QCD
predicts that above a certain temperature or
energy density, a phase transition takes place from
hadronic matter to Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP),
in which quarks and gluons are no longer confined
in colorless bound states. In order to gain
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information on this transition, NA60 analyzes the
spectrum of the produced dimuons.

Near the phase transition chiral symmetry is
expected to be gradually restored, possibly leading
to observable changes of the shape of the r meson
in the dimuon spectrum. For these changes to be
seen, the resonances must be resolved at different
collision centralities. This requires a good momen-
tum resolution and high statistics.

The most direct evidence of the thermal
equilibrium of the QGP would be the observation
of thermal dimuons. In the intermediate mass
region, the other known contributions to the
dimuon spectrum are from the Drell–Yan process
and the semileptonic decay of charmed mesons,
which are long-lived enough to travel appreciable
distances from the interaction vertex before decay-
ing. The tracks of muons originating from
charmed meson decays are thus displaced by a
few hundred microns from the interaction vertex.
Separating them from the prompt thermal dilep-
tons calls for an excellent vertexing precision.

In the plasma the bound cc̄ states (e.g., J=c or
wc) should be dissolved, resulting in their suppres-
sion with increasing collision centrality. Counting
them at different collision centralities demands
high statistics.

2. Detector concept

Before hitting the target, the beam particles are
tracked by a cryogenic silicon strip detector. This
beam tracker measures the transverse coordinates
of the interaction vertex with 20mm precision.
Placed in a 2.5 T magnetic field, the silicon vertex
spectrometer tracks all produced charged particles
within the muon spectrometer’s acceptance. The
hadron absorber can only be traversed by highly
energetic muons, whose coordinates and momenta
are measured by the muon spectrometer. Two
muon spectrometer tracks pointing to the interac-
tion region are required for the trigger. By
matching the momentum vectors of the tracks in
the vertex spectrometer with those in the muon
spectrometer, we can identify which two of the
hundreds of tracks in the vertex spectrometer were
the muons. Measuring the charged particles’

coordinates and momenta at the vertex and
identifying the muons among them makes it
possible to determine accurately the vertex posi-
tion, to reject muons from kaon and pion decays,
to measure the offset of the muons originating
from charmed meson decays, and to refine the
measurement of the muon momenta.
As dimuon production is a rare process, very

high luminosity is needed to obtain high statistics.
The high charged particle multiplicity of high-
energy nuclear collisions imposes the use of high-
granularity and radiation-tolerant silicon pixel
detectors for the tracking in the interaction region.

3. The vertex spectrometer

The vertex spectrometer consists of eight 4-chip
planes and eight 8-chip planes (Fig. 1). The 4-chip
planes, which are in the upstream half, each cover
the whole acceptance of the detector, whereas it
takes a pair of 8-chip planes to do so. Altogether
they give 12 space points for tracking. The first
plane is at 7 cm from the target, the last one at
33 cm. The chips are glued onto a ceramic hybrid,
whose back side is fitted with a cooling pipe, in
which cold water is circulated.
Each pixel chip is an assembly of a sensor chip

and a frontend readout chip. Both the sensor chip
and the frontend readout chip have a matching
32� 256 matrix of 425� 50mm2 pixels. The two
are held together by 25mm solder bumps connect-
ing each sensor pixel with its corresponding
readout pixel. The sensor chip is fabricated from
300mm thick, high resistivity (15 kO cm) n-type
bulk with p-type pixel implants. The 750mm thick
readout chip [1] is manufactured in 0:25mm CMOS
technology, and has an enclosed gate geometry
and special guard rings, resulting in improved
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planes. The beam is in the direction of the Z-axis.
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radiation tolerance [2]. It was designed by the
CERN Microelectronics Group for the ALICE
and LHCb experiments.

The detector is operated at 10MHz. As the
interactions occur randomly during 5 s long bursts,
the 2-cycle-long trigger gate must be resynchro-
nized to the clock. The 32 columns of a chip are
read out in parallel, and the chips on a plane
sequentially.

4. Operation

The detector was operated in 2003 in a 5-week-
long run. During this time 6� 1012 indium ions hit
the 20% interaction length indium target. The
resulting fluences were both simulated with FLU-
KA [3] and Venus [4], and measured during the
first 3 weeks with pin diodes and Al activation.
Fig. 2 shows the strong inhomogeneity of the
radiation.

The temperatures and leakage currents were
permanently monitored throughout the run. The
total leakage current on a 4-chip plane increased
typically from a few microamperes at the begin-
ning to a hundred microamperes at the end of the
run (Fig. 3). This corresponds to about 20 nA in
the most exposed pixels, still well below the 100 nA
limit of the preamplifier’s leakage current com-
pensation.

Radiation also decreases the effective doping
concentration, and the n-type bulk eventually

becomes p-type. As a consequence, after type
inversion the rectifying junction moves from the
implants to the back plane, and the detector must
be fully depleted in order to prevent the pixels
from being short-circuited. Since after type inver-
sion the depletion voltage increases with the
fluence, pixels in the more exposed inner region
need a higher bias voltage to function properly.
This effect was observed in a bias scan in the
fourth week of the run (Fig. 4).
In future, by use of these pixel chips the effect of

the increasing leakage current will be kept under
control by operating them at lower temperatures;
however the rising depletion voltage will even-
tually exceed the device’s breakdown voltage of
about 300V. This is expected to happen after an
accumulated fluence of 4� 1013 1MeVneq=cm2 if
annealing effects are neglected. As a result an even
larger central area will be left not fully depleted
resulting in a loss of angular acceptance for the
detector.

5. Performance

The vertexing precision in the Z coordinate
(parallel to the beam) is obtained from the
resolution of the targets’ shape (Fig. 5). It is found
to be about 300mm; using on average fifty tracks
to reconstruct a vertex. In the transverse plane the
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Fig. 2. The simulated and measured fluences 40 cm down-

stream of the target as a function of the radial distance from the

beam.

Fig. 3. History of the leakage current during the run on a 4-

chip plane (squares). The spikes were caused by temperature

rises due to deteriorating cooling, which needed to be repaired

repeatedly. The solid circles show the leakage current scaled to

a constant temperature.
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beam tracker already measures the position with a
known resolution. From the comparison of the
positions given by the the beam tracker and the
vertex spectrometer, a resolution of 20mm is
inferred.

The vertex spectrometer measures the momenta
of the muons before they suffer considerable
energy loss and multiple scattering in the hadron

absorber. Combining this information with the
muon spectrometer measurement leads to a
dimuon mass resolution unprecedented in heavy-
ion collisions. (Fig. 6) [5].

6. Summary

NA60 has successfully operated a silicon pixel
detector in a high-rate and high-multiplicity
environment. The detector has met the require-
ments of high speed, high granularity and radia-
tion tolerance dictated by a broad and ambitious
physics program. The chips have been exposed to
fluences up to 5� 1013 1MeVneq=cm2 and under-
gone type inversion. They are still operational and
will be essential for the proton-nucleus physics run
of 2004.
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This appendix collects four publications related to the NA60 DAQ and, in particular, its hardware.
It is a very important complement to chapter 4.

Section B.1 outlines the NA60 DAQ architecture. The first part deals with the software, while the
second part describes data formats and hardware related issues.

Section B.2 details the influence of the PC architecture in the performance of CPU initiated PCI
reads. It also provides exhaustive information on the tests performed in order to maximise the PCI
read speed.

Section B.3 details the concept, architecture, performance and applications of the PCI FLIC card,
while section B.4 provides similar information for the PCI CFD card.
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The NA60 Experiment Readout Architecture
Michele Floris, Davide Marras, Gianluca Usai, André David, Peter Rosinsky, and Hiroaki Ohnishi

Abstract—The NA60 experiment was designed to identify
signatures of a new state of matter, the Quark Gluon Plasma,
in heavy-ion collisions at the CERN Super Proton Synchroton.
The apparatus is composed of four main detectors: a muon spec-
trometer (MS), a zero degree calorimeter (ZDC), a silicon vertex
telescope (VT), and a silicon microstrip beam tracker (BT). The
readout of the whole experiment is based on a PCI architecture.
The basic unit is a general purpose PCI card, interfaced to the
different subdetectors via custom mezzanine cards. This allowed
us to successfully implement several completely different readout
protocols (from the VME like protocol of the MS to the custom
protocol of the pixel telescope). The system was fully tested with
proton and ion beams, and several million events were collected
in 2002 and 2003. This paper presents the readout architecture of
NA60, with particular emphasis on the PCI layer common to all
the subdetectors.

Index Terms—Data acquisition, heavy ion physics, PCI architec-
ture, readout electronics.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE NA60 experiment at the CERN Super Proton Syn-
chroton [1] studies the dimuons produced in collisions of

proton and ion beams on nuclear targets.
NA60 evolved from a series of previous experiments (the last

one being NA50 [2]) from which it inherits some detectors.
NA60 will improve some of the measurements made by these
experiments and will complement them with some new mea-
surements, thanks to a renewed experimental apparatus. In par-
ticular, NA50 observed an excess of dimuons in the mass region
between the and the (intermediate mass region), with re-
spect to the expected sources (open charm and Drell–Yan). To
clarify the origin of this excess it is necessary to separate the
prompt dimuons from the muons resulting from the decays of
open charm mesons. This requires precise tracking in the vertex
region, which is achieved in NA60 thanks to state-of-the-art sil-
icon detectors inserted in a 2.5 T dipole field, placed in the target
region.

Even if the dimuon excess is seen to be due to other sources,
such as the production of thermal dimuons, another signature
of quark gluon plasma (QGP) production, the measurement of
open charm production remains very relevant in itself and as
the best normalization reference in the studies of charmonium
suppression in nuclear collisions.
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Moreover, the much improved mass resolution achieved
thanks to the tracking in the vertex region, allows a detailed
study of the low mass resonances , complementing
measurements done by previous experiments [4], [3].

The readout of all detectors is based on the PCI architecture:
the detectors are directly interfaced with the acquisition PCs
via a set of custom electronics cards. In NA50, the readout was
based on VME/CAMAC. The choice to move to PCI for all the
detectors is justified by the higher performances and lower cost
of a PCI-based readout system. This scheme turned out to be
very flexible, allowing to replace the old VME/CAMAC-like
readout systems for the MS and to implement the complex
custom system of the pixel detector with the same PCI card.
Moreover, as it will be clear in the following sections, the
readout scheme which has been implemented simplifies the
interfacing with the DAQ software, as the interface is the same
for all the detectors.

In the following sections, we will first describe the experi-
mental apparatus, then the data acquisition (DAQ) system fol-
lowing a top-down approach: from the DAQ software to the in-
terfacing with the front ends.

II. DETECTOR CONCEPT

The NA60 experiment measures dimuons produced in
proton-nucleus or heavy-ion collisions. By measuring dimuon
production, the experiment studies the production of vector
mesons, the Drell–Yan process, thermal dimuon production
and, for the first time in heavy-ion collision, the production of
charmed mesons. Moreover, it is very important to measure
the centrality of the nuclear collisions, in order to compare
the more elementary-like peripheral collisions with the more
violent central collisions, where new physics is expected to
show up.

The identification of events where pairs of D mesons are pro-
duced is done through the measurement of the impact parameter
of the muon tracks, i.e., the distance in the transverse plane be-
tween the extrapolated muon tracks and the interaction vertex,
at the point along the beam axis where the collision took place.
This measurement requires a very precise vertex identification,
which is achieved with the new silicon detectors placed in the
vertex region.

The NA60 apparatus, as can be seen in Fig. 1, is composed
of the following main detectors: a muon spectrometer (MS), a
zero degree calorimeter (ZDC), a vertex telescope (VT), and a
beam tracker (BT), which are briefly described in the following
sections.

A. Muon Spectrometer

The MS was built for the NA10 experiment. It is composed
of eight multiwire proportional chambers (MWPCs) for pre-

0018-9499/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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Fig. 1. The NA60 apparatus. The heart of the detector is the MS made by MWPCs, trigger hodoscope stations and a toroidal magnet. The ZDC is along the beam
line inside the hadron absorber. The detectors installed in the target area are shown in an expanded view in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Target area detail. This region contains the new NA60 silicon detectors: the BT (downstream the target) and the VT (upstream the target, inside the dipole
field). Also note the segmented target which allows to have a bigger interaction length minimizing reinteractions.

cise tracking of muons and four hodoscopes of plastic scintil-
lator slabs that provide the trigger signal for the experiment. In
between the first four and the last four tracking stations sits a
toroidal magnet, needed to measure the momenta of the muons.
The last trigger hodoscope sits behind an iron wall, placed after
all the chambers, to ensure that only muons can trigger the ex-
periment without degrading the tracking resolution.

The MS is separated from the target region by a hadron ab-
sorber, to ensure that the abundantly produced hadrons will not
pollute the trigger hodoscopes and tracking chambers.

B. Zero Degree Calorimeter

The ZDC is used to determine the centrality of the events by
measuring the forward energy of non interacting beam nucleons.
It exploits the Cherenkov light produced by charged particles
cascading into quartz optical fibers, the sensible element of the
detector. This detector has been inherited from NA50.

C. Vertex Telescope

The main challenge of the NA60 experiment is to match the
muon tracks seen in the MS to the corresponding tracks mea-
sured right at the vertex, so as to eliminate the deterioration ef-
fects induced by the multiple scattering and energy loss suffered
by the muons while crossing the hadron absorber. This requires
a very accurate measurement of the charged particles, in the
vertex region, a task accomplished by the silicon VT (Fig. 2).

While a silicon microstrip telescope is enough to do the job in
the case of proton-nucleus collisions, the hundreds of charged

particles produced in heavy-ion collisions would lead to an oc-
cupancy so high that the tracking would be impossible.

This imposes the exclusive use of truly bidimensional silicon
pixel detectors, given their excellent granularity. Furthermore,
since NA60 looks for very rare events, identified thanks to the
very selective dimuon trigger, it must work with rather high in-
teraction rates, unlike other (“minimum bias”) heavy-ion experi-
ments. This imposes the use of radiation tolerant pixel detectors,
a technology that only recently became available and which is
being used by NA60 for the first time.

In view of delays in the availability of the pixel detector,
during the June 2002 proton run a silicon microstrip detector
was used. Since this detector has a small material budget and
covers the muon angular acceptance even at 40 cm away from
the target, a dimuon mass resolution even better than with pixel
could be obtained. Nevertheless, because of its low granularity,
its use is restricted to proton runs. Moreover, subsequent Monte
Carlo simulations have shown that the best setup for proton runs
is an hybrid telescope made by both strip and pixel planes. This
hybrid setup will be used for the 2004 proton run.

D. Beam Tracker

Upstream of the target, a BT [5] (Fig. 2) measures the flight
path of the incoming beam particles and determines the trans-
verse coordinates of the interaction point, at the target, with a
precision of around 20 m. These microstrip silicon detectors
operate at a temperature of 130 K, in order to increase their life-
time in the extreme radiation conditions of the experiment.
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Fig. 3. DAQ system architecture. Data throughput is referred to ion runs, unless indicated otherwise.

III. DAQ ARCHITECTURE

At the CERN SPS particles do not arrive on the target contin-
uously, but rather within limited time intervals called “bursts”
(typically 5 s long in proton runs and 6 s long in ion runs). The
period of time in between two bursts is called “interburst” (typ-
ically 10 s long).

NA60 has adopted a scalable philosophy for its DAQ system
(Fig. 3). Each detector is divided into one or more “partitions.”
During the burst, when events are produced and detected, each
partition is read out independently by the electronics, whose last
stage is a general purpose PCI card (see Section IV-A). This
PCI card is the same for almost every detector (with the single
exception of the microstrip vertex detector [6]). It has a large
local memory buffer (64 MB) where data are stored during the
burst. These cards sit in commodity PCs which are called local
data concentrators (LDC).

The readout cycle is started by a trigger signal produced by
some special logic which gets the data from the MS hodoscopes
and looks for patterns compatible with the presence of a dimuon
inside the acceptance of the spectrometer.

During the interburst data are read from the local memory of
the various PCI cards and stored on the main memory of the
LDCs. Data from the various LDCs are then collected and put
together (“built”) by a single PC, called global data concentrator
(GDC). The GDC sends the global event to CERN’s Central
Data Recording Facility (CASTOR [7]) for permanent storage
on tapes.

A. DAQ Software

The NA60 DAQ software is based on the data acquisition
and test environment [8] (DATE) framework, developed by the
ALICE collaboration.

This software is designed to run as a distributed system of sev-
eral hosts performing the tasks of readout (LDC), event building
(GDC), run control (RC), online monitoring (MON), and mes-
sage handling (INFO). The operating system of DAQ proces-
sors must be UNIX-like, they must share the same filesystem
and must be connected by TCP/IP network. The DAQ chain in
DATE (Fig. 4) works as follows: the detector-specific program
readout running on LDC collects the data from the front-end
electronics (from the PCI card buffer, in the case of NA60)
and stores them in a local buffer. The buffer is shared with
the recorder process that off-loads it, asynchronously sending
the data over the network into the GDC. Here, the gdcServer
(one instance per LDC) stores the received data into another
buffer that is off-loaded by central eventBuilder process. The
eventBuilder waits until all the subevents from the LDCs arrive,
builds the full event (adding a special header), performs con-
sistency checks and writes the event into a file. In a multi-GDC
environment the events are distributed among the GDCs to share
distribute the load. The adopted two-stage buffering scheme nat-
urally balances the load in the system and decouples the event
building from the readout stage. The whole system is controlled
from a single point: the runControl process on RC host opens
sockets to the DAQ hosts, where certain Internet daemons are
running. On LDC, the rcServer daemon controls the readout and
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Fig. 4. DAQ, RC, and monitoring in DATE.

recorder processes, on GDC, the rcServer and ebDaemon dae-
mons control the gdcServer processes and central eventBuilder.
To facilitate the online monitoring, a dedicated mpDaemon is
started upon request and sends the events from the LDC or GDC
buffer to the monitoring workstation: a fraction of events is sent
from LDCs to the monitoring hosts to check the functionality
of the detectors and the data quality during the runs. Each DAQ
host can generate information or error messages that are col-
lected by infoLogger host by infoDaemon Internet daemons (one
per connection).

The NA60 DAQ system consists of central run control (RC)
host, one or more LDCs for detectors (1xBT, 1xZDC, 1xMS,
and 3xVT 1 ), one special LDC (reading nondetector informa-
tion), three GDCs and several monitoring (MON) hosts (Fig. 3).
The RC host contains also the DAQ software repository and ex-
ports it over NFS to all DAQ machines. It also serves as the
infoLogger host and main control console.

Fig. 3 also shows the data throughput expected: up to
150 MB/burst are expected in ion runs and this results in a
sustained flow of about 10 MB/s into tapes. The data rate is
highly dominated by the VT (Section IV-E).

IV. THE PCI SYSTEM

As aforementioned, the basic unit of the PCI system is a gen-
eral purpose PCI card. Each detector is interfaced to this card via
a detector specific mezzanine, which is in general different for
each detector. Here, we will first describe the general purpose

1In June 2001, proton run 4 LDCs were used for the microstrip VT.

PCI card, then the particular implementation for each detector
in the experiment.

A. PCI Card

The NA60 readout was initially based on the PCI-FLIC [9]
(FLexible Input/output Card), developed by the EP/ED-DTb
group at CERN. This card contains a programmable logic
(FPGA) with an embedded hardware PCI core (ORCA
OR3LP26) and a large memory buffer (32 or 64 MB). The
FPGA was programmed using VHDL code and a synthesizer,
plus a tool from Lucent for placement and routing. The devel-
opment of the VHDL code was mainly done by the NA60 team.

This card has been successfully used in datataking runs in
2001/2002, validating the readout architecture.

Subsequently a new card [called compact and flexible de-
sign (PCI-CFD) Fig. 5] equivalent to the FLIC from the archi-
tectural point of view but with much faster logic (based on an
ALTERA APEX EP20K100E FPGA) has been developed and
adopted. Thanks to this new card the microstrip vertex detector
will also be included in the readout scheme described here (see
Section IV-E).

The PCI-CFD has been used in all datataking periods in 2003.
The interfacing with the PCI bus is handled via a PLX 9030

PCI bridge, which allows the user to program transactions on
a local TTL bus, in a very simple way. This chip can be highly
customized, and the customization values are written on a
EEPROM directly from the PCI bus using a Linux program.
Using an external component as a PCI to local bus bridge
decouples the problems of FPGA design development from the
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Fig. 5. PCI-CFD general purpose PCI card. This card is the basic readout unit
of the NA60 experiment. It contains an Altera programmable logic, a PLX PCI
bridge and a large memory buffer.

PCI interfacing, simplifying considerably the card’s debugging
and thus leading to a design which is more reliable and easier
to maintain. In the PCI-FLIC the hardware PCI interface was
embedded in the FPGA.

The PCI-CFD contains a large amount of memory as well
(64 MB) and the connectors to plug mezzanine cards. However
this card is not fully compliant with the IEEE P1386.1 standard
for PMC mezzanine cards.

It is also equipped with a silicon serial number DALLAS
DS2401, which permits to uniquely identify every PCI-CFD.

Both PCI-FLIC and PCI-CFD cards are designed to work as
a PCI target, which allows to get more than satisfactory perfor-
mances, with less problematics with respect to a PCI master:
with an accurate choice of the host computer it is possible to
reach a maximum bandwidth of almost 38 MB/s [10].

In the case of the PCI-FLIC the maximum measured band-
width was some 15 MB/s. With the PCI-CFD the bandwidth is
30 MB/s; this number is not as dependent on the host computer
as it was with the PCI-FLIC, where one could get 50%–60%
differences in bandwidth between different computers.

Fig. 6 shows a block diagram and data flow of the whole ap-
plication. The dashed line encloses blocks which are inside the
FPGA. There are four main blocks (READOUT, EVENT FOR-
MATTING, SDRAM CONTROLLER, and PCI INTERFACE),
plus a CONTROL LOGIC, which triggers the other blocks, ar-
bitrates accesses to memory, performs the handshaking with
software and handles signals from the experiment (like trigger,
burst, and busy signals).

Fig. 7 shows how the handshake between software and hard-
ware is implemented. The software is continuously polling a
status register implemented in the PCI card. The lowest two bits
of this register contain the SPS (BURST/INTERBURST) status,
while the third one (bit 2) is used to implement the handshake
itself. When the burst is over and the last event has been col-
lected the hardware sets bit 2. As soon as the software sees this
bit it starts to move the data resetting it at the end. If a new burst
arrives before bit 2 is reseted, bit 3 is set (by the hardware) in-
dicating a timeout.

The READOUT block gets the data from the detector via
the mezzanine. This block is detector specific and depends on

Fig. 6. Application block diagram. The dashed line encloses blocks
implemented inside the FPGA.

the mezzanine. It will be discussed in detail in the following
sections.

The EVENT FORMATTING block frames the incoming data
within a header and trailer on an event by event basis. The header
and trailer contain all the information necessary to build the
“global” event, like number of data and total words, number of
burst, number of event inside the burst, time of arrival of the
event, and error flags. The data format is depicted in Fig. 8.

The SDRAM CONTROLLER writes the formatted events
into the memory. During the interburst it is connected to the PCI
Interface to send data from the on-board memory to the main
LDC memory (see Section IV-A).

B. Linux Driver for the PCI Cards

The operating system used for the DAQ hosts is Linux. The
version used is CERN Linux 6.1.1, which was the CERN stan-
dard when the project started (2001). This version is based on a
kernel release 2.2.x.

A driver for both cards, FLIC and CFD, has been developed
for this operating system. It hides the hardware peculiarities
of the PCI card (like absolute offset of its internal registers
and memory), making it available as a logical entity, through
an entry in the directory in the Linux tree. Through
the driver one can simply access the card using the C call

" and using some macros that
define the local offset of memory areas inside the card, instead
of opening the device and accessing memory areas
using absolute offsets.

It also sets all the important environment parameters needed
to achieve the best possible performances (i.e., the mtrr regis-
ters which allows caching and burst transfers [10]).

Finally, the driver allows to get some parameters from the PCI
card through the Linux system call, like the unique
identifier (Section IV-A) or the number of detected cards in the
system.
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Fig. 7. Readout cycle and handshake between software and hardware.

Fig. 8. NA60 data format. The header and trailer are common to all detectors.
The “data” words framed between header and trailer are encoded in a
detector-specific format.

C. MS

MS data (both chambers and hodoscopes) are read and tem-
porarily stored by a system of CAMAC modules developed at
CERN in the mid 70 s, called receiver memory hybrid (RMH)
[11]. These modules can contain only one event and must then
be read before a new trigger can be accepted.

The total number of readout channels of the MS
is about 20 000, giving an average event size of

about 1 kB.
In the previous experiments data were read by a custom

VME module (called MEMRMH) which contained a small
memory buffer (4 MB), limiting the number of events which
was possible to acquire in a single burst to about 4000. This
VME module was connected to a VAX-based DAQ through a
system of transputers.

Fig. 9. The MS RMH mezzanine. This mezzanine is “passive” and converts
incoming signals to TTL, so that they can be used inside the PCI card. All the
readout logic is implemented in the PCI card.

The new readout based on PCI does not have this limitation
anymore, and the number of events which is possible to acquire
is limited only by the dead time of the detector, which has also
been reduced and is at present around 120 s on average (mainly
due to the CAMAC system). The MS is the slowest detector in
the experiment.

The mezzanine used for this detector (called RMH mezza-
nine, Fig. 9) is very simple. It converts the incoming signals
from ECL and NIM, used by the font-end electronics to TTL.
The protocol is implemented inside the READOUT block in the
FPGA of the PCI card.

The RMH protocol is a double handshake protocol, similar to
the VME one. Fig. 10 shows a typical RMH cycle. The PCI card
is the master and asserts a “START READ” signal which frames
the whole transaction and then asks for the first data word, as-
serting the “ENCODE” signal. The CAMAC modules, which
are the slave, respond asserting the “DFLAG” signal when valid
data are on the bus. When no more data are available for reading,
the slave asserts the END OF READ signal.

Two PCI cards with RMH mezzanine are needed to read the
MS (one for MWPC and one for hodoscopes) but they share the
same LDC.
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Fig. 10. RMH protocol cycle.

Fig. 11. Pixel readout system layout. The pixel chips are read out by the pilot
chips which sends the data to the mezzanine through GLink, via the GOL chip.

D. ZDC and BT

The ZDC and BT readout applications are similar to the MS
one and use the same mezzanine (RMH). In these cases, it is
necessary to read a FERA CAMAC module.

This protocol is very similar to the RMH one (double hand-
shake), the main difference being that the PCI system is now the
slave.

The average event size is less than 1 kB for both the ZDC and
the BT.

Although from the point of view of the performances these
two detectors could be read using the same LDC, it has been
decided to use two distinct LDCs for practical reasons.

E. VT

The microstrip VT has a slightly different readout architec-
ture [6], based on a different PCI card and it will not be dis-
cussed here.

The silicon pixel telescope, on the other hand, represents the
most sophisticated application.

Fig. 11 shows the pixel detector readout system. The detector
is composed of 16 pixel planes based on the ALICE1LHCB
[12] readout chip (pixel chip in the following) developed in the
framework of the ALICE and LHCb collaborations at CERN.
This chip is a radiation tolerant 32 256 matrix of readout cells,
each 425 50 m . Its operation is highly customizable: sev-
eral internal DACs can be set via a JTAG interface [13].

Each plane contains four or eight pixel chips, bringing the
total number of channels in this detector up to about 720 000.
The expected maximum occupancy is about 3%–4%, giving a
maximum event size of about 18 kB. Assuming a maximum
number of triggers of 8000 the corresponding data throughput

Fig. 12. Pixel readout mezzanine. This mezzanine contains a programmable
logic, which is used to implement the readout logic, and some FIFOs which are
used to temporarily store the events.

is 140 MB per burst. The VT produces more the 90% of data in
each burst (Section III-A).

Pixel chips are clocked at 10 MHz. During event readout
32 bit pixel rows (256 per chip) are extracted in subsequent
clock edges, so that the readout time is 25 s per chip. Pixel chips
sitting on the same plane are read out sequentially. Reading out
four chip planes therefore takes around 100 s while reading out
eight chip planes takes around 200 s. The dead time is reduced
by a multi-event buffer present inside the pixel chip, which al-
lows to accept up to three new events during the readout stage.
The presence of the multi-event buffer and the partitioning of
the detector lower the effective dead time below the one of the
MS (120 s, Section IV-C).

The pixel chip is interfaced over a data/control GTL bus to a
second radiation tolerant chip (the PILOT chip [14]). This chip
on one hand converts the GTL levels to CMOS and distributes
all readout control signals and JTAG commands coming from
the counting room to the pixel chip. On the other it transmits
the data downstream to a radiation tolerant serializer chip (the
GOL [15]) which finally sends the data to the PCI system using
the industry GLink protocol [16].

The pixel readout mezzanine, shown in Fig. 12, contains a
FPGA which implements the communication with the PILOT
chip through a serial LVDS line (JTAG commands, clock distri-
bution and PILOT configuration commands) and gets the data
via two HP 1034 GLink receivers from two different planes.
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Fig. 13. The graphical user interface used to configure the pixel detector.

At this level data are zero suppressed, encoded and stored tem-
porarily in a FIFO, which is subsequently accessed by the PCI
card.

Commands are sent to the mezzanine, the PILOT chip and
the pixel chip by a custom software which writes specific reg-
isters on the PCI card. The FPGA application of the PCI card
in the case of the VT contains one extra block with respect to
those depicted in Fig. 6, which acts almost independently and
is used to send commands to the mezzanine through a serial
link. Commands to be sent are written in a specific PCI register,
then another register is accessed to trigger the transmission of
the command. The mezzanine interprets the received command
and acts accordingly (either it sets some internal parameters, ei-
ther it forward a JTAG command to the pixel chip/PILOT chip
system). Some commands produce an output which is read by
the PCI card through the same FIFOs used for data and written
in another PCI register. The software can access output resulting
from certain commands through this PCI register (a typical ex-
ample is the reading of a status register inside the mezzanine).

A complete software package has been developed for the
Linux operating system which allows to easily configure the
detector. It consists of two control programs, which are used
respectively to configure internal parameters of the mezzanine
(for example, it needs to know how many pixel chips are on
the plane) and to send JTAG commands to PILOT chip and
pixel chip. The JTAG controller is software-based: the hardware
simply forward the bit sequence it gets from the software. This
program is interfaced to a mysql database which contains the op-
timal settings for every pixel chip. Those two control programs
are also used by DATE to configure the detector at run startup.

A graphical user interface (GUI, Fig. 13) has been devel-
oped for these programs, which allows to easily configure the
detector.

Finally, a program performs a threshold scan of the detector,
to find dead or noisy pixels and tests the performances of the
detector.

V. DAQ PERFORMANCES

The new readout system has been used in several different
conditions over the past two years.

In October 2001 (with the PCI-FLIC) the PCI electronics for
the MS was used for the first time, in a proton test run. During
this run, we reached a trigger rate as high as 9000 triggers in a 5 s
burst. This run was meant to commission the new MS readout
electronics only.

In the June 2002 proton run, all detectors (except the mi-
crostrip vertex detector) were working with the PCI-based elec-
tronics (with the PCI-FLIC), though only one pixel plane was
available. Tracking in the vertex region was assured by the sil-
icon microstrip VT. 800 000 dimuon events were collected.

In the low-energy Pb run of October 2002, using the
PCI-FLIC card, three pixel planes were read out with the new
system, allowing to test a small pixel telescope. The MS was
not used during this run, while the other detectors (BT and
ZDC) were included in the acquisition and read out with the
PCI system. Around 30 000 000 events were collected.

In August and September 2003, in two test beams with pions
and protons at the CERN SPS, eight planes of the pixel detector
were tested using the PCI-CFD on beam for the first time.

In the October 2003 indium run, all the detectors were
present, including a complete silicon pixel telescope made of
16 planes. During this run the pixel telescope, the BT and the
ZDC were read out using the PCI-CFD card, while the MS was
read out using the PCI-FLIC card. The average event size of the
pixel detector was about 10 kB, and the trigger rate was about
6000/7000 triggers/burst. For testing purposes, short runs were
taken with a trigger rate of more than 9000 trigger per burst.
Even if the DAQ can stand this trigger rate it was decided to
run with 6000 triggers/burst to minimize the pileup rate.

VI. CONCLUSION

NA60 is one of the first high-energy physics experiments
to use an architecture fully based on the PCI bus for its DAQ
system. This bus offers attractive features, like high perfor-
mances at a relatively low price and very easy interfacing with
the acquisition software. Moreover, using PCI hardware cores
and bridges eases the PCI card development.

The readout system described here has been successfully used
during several datataking runs over the past two years.
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This note describes the work developed in order to achieve the maximum throughput of
37.8 MB/s on CPU initiated PCI reads on a commodity x86 personal computer. After briefly
presenting the PCI bus, discussing NA60’s experimental requirements and readvs. write
performance, we present the details of testing several hardware configurations. Next we give
a quick checklist of the system where top PCI reading speed was achieved. Finally we draw
upon the experience gathered to present some prospects and conclusions on the subject.
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1 Introduction

All data acquisition (DAQ) technology at CERN has been based on some or several proprietary
or outdated busses like CAMAC, VME or FastBUS. These buses are known to require expensive
custom modules and a significant amount of maintenance and knowledge. Since the time when
these were “state of the art” for DAQ, computer architectures have evolved by several orders of
magnitude, to such an extent that probably the graphics adapter on the computer you use today
has a comparable storage capacity to the total storage on those times’ systems.

This means that the everyday personal computer (PC) can easily outperform those custom-made
systems, in both performance, price and maintenance, whilst still usable for offline processing of
data – or writing technical notes.

Taking into account this state of affairs, a team from the Electronics Design group of the Ex-
perimental Physics division at CERN has developed the PCI Flexible I/O Card, PCI-FLIC. An
extensive description of the FLIC, its internals and interfacing, can be found in [1].

The FLIC has been adopted by the NA60 experiment as the cornerstone for the readout systems
of all its detectors. The first system leaving VME readout to be handled by a FLIC, is the RMH
readout protocol used for the MWPCs and hodoscopes. At every trigger during an SPS burst,
the FLIC will write the MWPCs and hodoscopes data to its internal SDRAM buffer. When
the burst is over, data is transferred into the PC’s main memory. Then the data acquisition and
test environment (DATE) software framework transfers the data from each local data collector
(LDC) PC to a global data concentrator (GDC) and from here to permanent storage. Document
[2] describes DATE’s functionality, which was developed for the ALICE experiment at CERN.

NA60’s DAQ system is depicted in fig.1 on the following page. The throughput values presented
are for heavy ion runs, which represent the most data transfer demanding case.

In [3] it is described how the PCI-FLIC readout protocol is being implemented for NA60.

2 The PCI bus

The peripheral components interconnect (PCI) bus is nowadays the most common, if not the only
expansion bus found in PCs. Besides common PCs based on x86 processors, one also finds PCI
buses in all recent Alpha, Sun and PowerPC computers.

A commodity x86 PC usually has a 32-bit, 33 MHz PCI bus, although the PCI specification
defines 32 and 64-bit modes of operation at clock frequencies from 0 to 66 MHz. 64-bit, 66 MHz
versions of the PCI bus are mainly used for high-end servers needing fast networks links with
bandwidths in excess of 100 MB/s, like Gigabit Ethernet.

The theoretical limit for the PCI bandwidth in a 32-bit, 33 MHz PCI bus is∼126 MB/s. Now,
this speed would be attained if data were transferred at every single clock cycle. But since one
has:

• Protocol overhead,

• Several devices on the bus, and

• Each agent presents its own idiosyncrasies,
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Figure 1: The NA60 DAQ network. Please refer to the main text for further information.

effective transfer values are always smaller.

A thorough explanation of the PCI bus and the way it works can be found in [4]. However it is
useful to describe the way transactions happen:

• A PCI agent needing to initiate a transaction on the bus has to request bus ownership from
the bus’Arbiter .

• Eventually, ownership is granted, and the agent being given the bus starts a transaction in
which it’ll be theMaster.

• All agents in the bus listen for the master’s request, and the one accepting the Master’s
request is theTarget for that transaction.

• The target then complies to whatever was ordered by the master.

So, target-only agents are limited to exclusively being read from or written to, since these cannot
initiate transactions. Agents with master capabilities can write to or read from target agents.

Having this intrinsic asymmetry on PCI operations, it is worthwhile to underline the natural
differences in performance between reading and writing. This is crucial when discussing the
performance for PCI reading.

2.1 Readingvs.Writing

The most simple read and write transactions on the PCI bus are single data reads and writes. By
definition:
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• An ideal single data read takes 3 PCI clock cycles plus a turnaround cycle [4, p.133], but

• An ideal single data write takes 2 PCI clock cycles plus a turnaround cycle [4, p.141].

Now, this might indicate a small difference between reading and writing, but to further under-
stand this difference, please consider the following analogies:

Writing

1. In a big meeting room, the boss yells that it is hot – and when the boss yells everyone
becomes quiet – and that the air-conditioning must be turned on.

2. The employee near the air-conditioning commands listened (as everyone else did)
and should now execute the boss’s order.

Actually one may object that the employee can be distracted, thus making the boss repeat-
edly yell until it gets tired. In the PCI bus this is quite rare, for a reason similar to that
eventually this employee will get a reprimand for not paying attention to its boss.

Reading

1. In the same office, the boss now yells for a coffee.

2. The employee responsible for coffees acknowledges this request, and goes to the
coffee machine.

(a) While the coffee is brewing, the boss is waiting, or
(b) Alternatively the employee tells the boss the coffee will take some time, so he

can pay attention to other things, asking for the coffee later.

3. Eventually the coffee is delivered to the boss.

Of course the reading analogy might look an intrinsically human process, but systems which
have on-board memory have to cope with real latencies when accessing them. Just like both boss
and employee have to wait for the coffee machine to warm up if it was off.

So, until the data is ready to be latched in the PCI bus, wait states are inserted by the target in
bus by the target, effectively lengthening the transaction. Alternatively the target may just decide
it’s not ready to supply data when the master requests it and reply with a retry transaction, as
described in [4, p.180-181].

2.2 Bus-mastering DMA

As we saw, reading has evident performance penalties. Thus, all modern add-on boards are
designed so as to be masters and write their data directly to the system’s main memory as a
general rule. An exception to this rule are video frame-grabbers which write their data directly
to the video adapter’s memory.

This behavior closely follows the functionality provided by the now deprecated direct memory
access controller, DMAC. This chip was used for boards in the ISA bus, and its derivatives like
EISA. It was a device able to transfer data from a board directly into main memory, thus freeing
the CPU to do something else.

Otherwise, CPU reading is a two-step process, performed by:
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1. Reading data from the PCI bus to a CPU register, and then

2. Writing it from that register to the main memory.

Thus all modern add-on boards needing fast access to main memory are bus-masters and perform
bus-mastering DMA. The most common examples of these are network interfaces and hard drive
controllers.

2.3 The FLIC

The main motivation for this work waste decision of not implementing standard bus-mastering
capabilities to the FLIC, although the ORCA FPGA in the FLIC allows for it.

This choice was made because:

1. There was a tight schedule for other FPGA software development like the FLIC’s internal
SDRAM controller or PCI glue logic;

2. Because managing the board inside the operating system becomes more complex since
interrupt handling implies the compulsory development of a device driver with an appro-
priate interrupt service routine – ISR – and

3. Because proton runs do not need PCI’s maximum data throughput given the amount of
data generated.

3 PCI reading with the CPU

Since the ideal single data read transaction takes at least 4 PCI clock cycles, one has a theoretical
maximum throughput of∼31.5 MB/s on a 32-bit, 33 MHz bus. This suffices for proton runs,
hence efforts have been taken into understanding how to use the CPU to read PCI memory.

3.1 Computer system’s architecture concepts

Before entering the details on how the CPU reads data from an agent on the PCI bus, it is useful to
understand some points of modern computer architectures. This explanation aims to be effective
rather than fundamental.

Computer systems have two important components: the north and south bridges – NB and SB.
These are mainly responsible for CPU interfacing and I/O interfacing, respectively.

Modern computer’s chipsets present two essentially different ways of using the PCI bus with
respect to the NB and SB:

NB
PCI⇐⇒ SB

This is the classic approach. It can be found on Intel’s i440BX old chipset (depicted in
fig. 2 on the next page) and AMD’s 760 recent chipset, fig.3 on the facing page.
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Figure 2: The Intel 440BX AGPset architecture.

Figure 3: The AMD 760 chipset architecture.
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Figure 4: The Intel 815EP chipset architecture. Notice the PCI bus placed behind the ICH. Also
notice most common peripherals directly integrated into the ICH.

These chipsets use the PCI bus to provide access to peripherals integrated in the PCI-to-
ISA bridge. The PCI-to-ISA bridge appeared when systems migrated from ISA to PCI.
When the ISA bus became completely deprecated, the approach was still maintained so as
to have a standard PCI way of adding integrated peripheral controller chips. This way the
north bridgeis a PCI device able to communicate directly with other agents on the PCI
bus.

Historically this approach is sensible, since when PCI came to overtake ISA, its bandwidth was
as large as the memory to CPU bandwidth. Since then, things have changed and a different
approach has arisen.

NB
x⇐⇒ SB

PCI⇐⇒
This is a quite recent approach. It can be found on Intel’s i815EP chipset (fig.4) or VIA’s
Apollo Pro266 chipset, fig.5 on the facing page.
These chipsets use a proprietary bus linking the north and south bridges, named by Intel
Memory Controller Hub (MCH) and I/O Controller Hub, ICH, respectively. This way the
PCI bus is always behind the SB.
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Figure 5: The VIA Apollo Pro266 chipset architecture. Notice the V-Link bus connecting the
north bridge (V-Link host) to the south bridge (V-Link client).

This way of placing the PCI bus implies that integrated peripherals do not use PCI resources. This
might significantly reduce traffic on the PCI bus, since ATA100 drives can continuously lurk up
to 40 MB/s. E.g., VIA’s V-Link (fig. 5) has a total bandwidth of 266 MB/s. This effectively
decouples the SB’s integrated peripherals’ needs from the PCI bus.

Since AMD focus on processor development, it is believed that they kept the old approach to
allow board manufacturers to combine the AMD-761 PCI-compatible NB with a SB from the
several in the market offering integrated peripherals like ATA100, networking, USB and other.

The most recent and first multi-processor (MP) chipset from AMD – the AMD 760MPX –
presents the interesting feature of using a 64-bit, 66 MHz PCI bus as the interconnect bus, as
can be seen in fig.6 on the following page. This kind of interconnect has the impressive capabil-
ity of handling up to 504 MB/s, while being PCI compatible.

Chipset choice has revealed to be a crucial factor in CPU initiated reads, since this is the CPU’s
frontend to the PCI bus.

3.2 Linux and PCI - operating system’s architecture concepts

This discussion will be limited to Linux 2.2.x, NA60’s DAQ operating system – henceforth OS
always refers to Linux 2.2.x. Reasons for this choice include compatibility with other software,
namely ALICE’s DATE, among others.

From Linux the PCI bus is not directly accessible, because each CPU architecture implements
it’s own virtual memory addressing scheme. Since Linux aims at being portable between several
architectures, there is a common interface entailing three different types of address spaces:

Real memory Mapped to the physical RAM on the computer.

System I/O Mapped to the I/O ports of devices present on the system.
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Figure 6: The AMD 760MPX chipset architecture. Notice the 64-bit, 66 MHz PCI bus used
between NB and SB.

I/O memory Mapped to the memory of I/O devices like PCI add-on boards.

In the x86 architecture, real memory and I/O memory are on the same address space, such that
directly dereferencing pointers on these spaces works. This is not portable, and is considered bad
practice. Quoting [5, Documentation/IO-mapping.txt]:

You should never take the address of such [PCI] memory, because there is really
nothing you can do with such an address: it’s not conceptually in the same memory
space as "real memory" at all, so you cannot just dereference a pointer. (Sadly, on
x86 it _is_ in the same memory space, so on x86 it actually works to just deference
a pointer, but it’s not portable). [. . . ] You may think that all the above is overly
complex, but one day you might find yourself with a 500 MHz Alpha in front of
you, and then you’ll be happy that your driver works ;)

3.2.1 Accessing PCI from Linux

Accessing PCI from Linux follows similar path for both kernel- and user-mode programs. Two
steps are always needed:

1. Locating the device being accessed and determining the resource to be used, and then

2. Getting a valid handle to manipulate the resource from the OS.

Code for running in kernel-mode, dubbed a kernel module, can be easily developed as a normal
C program which is dynamically linked to the kernel at run-time with theinsmod utility. Kernel
modules then become effectively a part of the kernel, and have special privileges, which even the
superuser (root) in user-mode hasn’t. These include executing some assembly instructions, as
we’ll see later.
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Figure 7: AMD-761 north bridge configuration space. The shaded area represent the PCI stan-
dard defined configuration space.

3.2.2 PCI Configuration Space

PCI configuration space is a 256-byte long (64-dword) area associated with each PCI agent,
described in [4, ch.17]. In this space all the agent’s PCI configuration, status, capabilities and
resources are described. Figure7 shows the configuration space for the host bridge PCI agent on
the AMD-761 north bridge PCI device.

In user-mode, the main tool used to interact with the PCI configuration space of an agent is the
pciutils package, [6]. This package provides thelspci andsetpci utilities as well as the
libpci library.

lspci allows direct checking of PCI configuration spaces. A sample output oflspci -tvv on
an i440BX-based system, follows:

[root@pcru00 /root]$ lspci -tvv

-[00]-+-00.0 Intel Corporation 440BX - 82443BX Host bridge

+-01.0-[01]-00.0 ATI Technologies Inc 3D Rage Pro AGP

+-04.0 Intel Corporation 82371AB PIIX4 ISA
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+-04.1 Intel Corporation 82371AB PIIX4 IDE

+-04.2 Intel Corporation 82371AB PIIX4 USB

+-04.3 Intel Corporation 82371AB PIIX4 ACPI

+-06.0 Adaptec AHA-2940U2/W / 7890

+-09.0 3Com Corporation 3c905B 100BaseTX [Cyclone]

\-0b.0 Ensoniq ES1370 [AudioPCI]

This is a tree like processor-centric view of the bus. The descriptive text appearing next to each
agent is derived from a database linking the agent’s vendor and device IDs (VID, DID) to an
appropriate string describing the agent.

Note the way an agent on the PCI bus is addressed; this is accomplished by designating the bus
number, device number and function number for that agent. Thus the IDE controller agent on the
system above, is function 1 of device 4 on bus 0, or0:4.1.

Also note that the AGP bus is seen as PCI bus 1 with device0:1.0 acting as the PCI-to-PCI
bridge between PCI bus 0 and the AGP bus, emulated as PCI bus 1. In fact, this is only done
in order to get a consistent picture of the whole system, because transactions between PCI and
AGP buses are severely restricted,cf. [11, p.108].

Conversely tolspci, setpci allows you to change parameters of an agent’s configuration space.

libpci is a library providing all of the functionality fromlspci andsetpci to compiled code.

All these are user-mode tools, and,e.g. setpci has to be run withroot privileges; Pandora’s
box would crack open if any user could freely fiddle with the PCI sub-system configuration. . .

When working from inside the kernel, equivalents to all the functions inlibpci are naturally
available, since it is the kernel’s task to manage system’s peripherals.

3.2.3 PCI resource assignment

Memory and I/O resource addresses are assigned by the BIOS to the boards at boot time before
the OS is loaded. Roughly speaking,

1. The BIOS sequentially repeats the following actions for all agents in the bus:

(a) It writes 0xFFFFFF (32-bit “all ones” value) into each base address register (BAR)
of the agent.

(b) It reads back the value on that BAR. This value determines the resource type – I/O or
memory – and in the memory case, its length.

2. The BIOS then determines a non-conflicting distribution of addresses – and ranges in the
memory case, fitting all agents’ requests.

3. Each BAR is then written with the address determined in the previous step.
This way the PCI agent knows that when this address is requested on the bus, it should act
upon the request.

4. The OS is then loaded and this information is stored into an internal data structure. A Plug-
and-Play OS might still reconfigure some things if needed. The final system configuration
is available inside the kernel for direct manipulation.
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/* Here we assume that BAR0 (offset 0x10) is of memory type

* Then pcilib's pci_read_long function is used.

* Then the value returned is appropriately masked.

*/

pci_mem_addr = pci_read_long( pci_device_config_space, 0x10)

& PCI_BASE_ADDRESS_MEM_MASK;

/* We now open the memory special device

*/

fd = open ( "/dev/mem", O_RDWR );

/* And finally import the PCI memory area to our process

* (man 2 mmap for more info)

*/

ptr_to_pci_mem = (char *) mmap(

NULL, PCI_MEM_LEN,

PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_SHARED, fd, (off_t)pci_mem_addr

);

Table 1: User-mode code to access PCI memory.

3.2.4 PCI I/O space

As far as I/O goes, both in kernel- and user-mode – withroot privileges implied – one uses the
{in,out}{b,w,l}() family of functions (input and output of byte, word and long data to an
I/O port) on the I/O address read from a BAR declaring an I/O resource.

It is well known that I/O programming isveryslow for data transfer, so I/O was not studied and
will not be used in NA60’s implementation of the FLIC, as can be deduced from [3]. For the
NA60 FLIC, all I/O operations will be done via memory-mapped registers.

3.2.5 PCI Memory space

User-mode access

The first breakthrough on PCI memory reading was discovering how simple in Linux it is to do
so. A user withroot privileges, writing a C program just needs:

1. to open() Linux’s special device/dev/mem, and then

2. use themmap() system call to map the PCI memory into its process’s memory space.

The code in table1 illustrates this.

Kernel-mode access

From inside the kernel, everything is simpler, since information about PCI agents on the bus has
been setup at boot time and is available for manipulation. In the kernel you still need to get a
valid pointer to the PCI memory. So you use the analogue ofmmap(), ioremap() with the PCI
address obtained from the kernel’s internal PCI structures as its argument. Code illustrating this
can be found in table2 on the next page.
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/* Get a pointer to the device with the given VID and DID

*/

pcidev = pci_find_device(VENDOR_ID, DEVICE_ID, pcidev);

/* Retrieve the value of BAR0 to get the PCI address of the

* memory area

*/

pci_mem_addr = pcidev->base_address[0] & PCI_BASE_ADDRESS_MEM_MASK;

/* Finally map the area into kernel space

*/

ptr_to_pci_mem = ioremap(pci_mem_addr, PCI_MEM_LEN);

Table 2: Kernel-mode code to access PCI memory.

PCI memory manipulation

Both user- and kernel-mode methods provide you with a valid pointer that links the current
process’s memory space to the PCI memory.

So, as expected, you can now use any standard functions fromstring.h, like memcpy(),
memset() andmemmove(). This leads us to the first tests of PCI reading.

4 PCI reading tests

This is a chronological description of the tests that lead to the actual state of knowledge on the
subject.

Throughout this section, read speed increases are bold-faced, and any significant events are used
to subsection the section’s flow.

4.1 ATI VGA on PCI and AGP

Testing started on both PCI and AGP versions of the ATI 3D RAGE PRO graphics adapter. The
first program flipped every bit in the adapter’s memory, effectively turning an X-Windows screen
into it’s negative.

First results on the AGP board pointed to 8.5 MB/s read speed on an i440BX system. This system
is a dual Pentium II at 400 MHz on an Asus P2B-S motherboard.

The speed was measured by running a user-mode program based on/dev/mem mmap’ing and
memcpy’ing, as discussed earlier. Timing was performed using Linux’stime utility. The tests
have been performed in single-user mode, achievable issuinginit 1 asroot. In this mode
every service in the system is shutdown and the user is presented a superuser shell.

When the same tests where repeated using the ATI PCI, the read speed dropped to around
6.9 MB/s, spanning from 6.2 to 7.2 MB/s depending on the transfer size. This drop is natu-
ral, since the AGP bus besides having a point-to-point topology, also has a higher clock speed.

The system was then taken to runlevel 5(init 5,) which corresponds to networking and X-
Windows running – and the read speed value dropped∼9%.
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4.2 Dolphin’s PCI-SCI board

Next, a Dolphin PCI-SCI board, having 3 PCI memory areas with 32kB each was tested. Its
comparison to the ATI PCI follows:

Board read speed (MB/s) Dolphin ATI PCI

single-user mode 8.4 6.9
runlevel 5 7.6 6.3

The ratios between speeds in each runlevel are almost the same, so system load seems to affect
card reading in the same way.

4.3 Writing to the PCI memory

Afterwards, read performance was compared to write performance. For the ATI PCI board in
single-user mode, we got 40 MB/s writing with the same 6.3 MB/s reading in runlevel 5. At this
time the writingvs. reading issues were not known, so these differences presented the intriguing
question of why writing wassofast.

Since the Dolphin board tended to hang up the system when written, and no documentation on
how to use its memory areas was available, it was withdrawn from further testing, although it
looked 20% faster than the ATI PCI.

A SCSI controller was then used to do some reading/writing tests, giving the disappointing read
and write values of

Board/Device SCSI ATI PCI ATI AGP

Reading (MB/s) 2.2 - -
Writing (MB/s) 12.6 31.4 29.5

4.4 Using a kernel module

After these user-mode programs, a minimal device driver was written. This used the family of
memcpy_{to,from}io() functions to move the data to/from the PCIioremap’ed memory. To
time the transfers, this driver used the kernel variablejiffies, which in the x86 architecture
is incremented every 10 ms. Extensive information on these functions and the Linux kernel’s
internals can be found in [7].

This driver was used to read and write blocks of 64 kB data. In runlevel 2 – networking multi-user
mode without NFS – the results were:

ATI PCI – 64kB blocks

Reading (MB/s) 9.1
Writing (MB/s) 103.2

So, suddenly writing became three times faster at 82% of PCI maximum bandwidth, while read-
ing “only” increased∼30%.

Further testing using blocks of 1 and 2 kB, in both runlevels 3 and 5 gave 8.6 MB/s reading and
102.4 MB/s writing.
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4.5 3Com’s 3c905B NIC

Next step was considering a network interface controller, NIC, since these are highly developed
and proven boards. A 3Com 3c905B was tested. This board bears an 8 kB Rx/Tx buffer.

In runlevel 1, withsyslogd running so as to be able to trace the driver’s messages, and using
blocks of 1 kB, the driver measured

3c905B NIC – 1kB blocks

Reading (MB/s) 8.4
Writing (MB/s) 16

So one can see that both the SCSI and the 3c905B devices perform very poorly on expectations.
From our experience this just means they’re optimized to do themselves the job, in such a way
that when the CPU tries to do it for them, they simply misperform.

4.6 Tweaking in the kernel

At this time, the Linux kernel sources were searched for what thememcpy_{to,from}io()

functions were doing. In fact these are just address translating wrap-ups to the more fundamental
__memcpy() function. In turn this is an assembly coded function using 32-bit MOV assembly
instructions to transfer the data in tight loop.

While tracing these functions, othermemcpy-type functions were found. One had the promising
name ofbest_memcpy(), and the other was__constant_memcpy().

Also kernel memory allocation flags inkmalloc() were varied, yielding no significant read
speed differences. The maximum memory allocatable in the kernel is 128 kB, since it is real
rather than virtual memory.

Results for the ATI PCI board gave

ATI PCI read/write speed (MB/s)
Block datasize 32 bytes 128 kB

kmalloc() flags GFP_KERNEL __GFP_HIGH | __GFP_HIGH

(default setting) __GFP_DMA

memcpy_from_io() 7.83; 336.84 9.08; 103.22 8.99; 103.22 9.09; 103.22
__memcpy() 7.83; 336.84 9.09; 103.22 9.12; 101.58 9.12; 101.58
__constant_memcpy() 7.83; 376.47 9.13; 103.22 9.14; 103.22 9.14; 103.22
best_memcpy() 7.76; 200.00 9.16; 103.22 9.16; 103.22 9.17; 103.22

These tests are rather inconclusive, althoughbest_memcpy() looks just slightly better at reading
larger blocks of data. The +300 MB/s measured speeds for writes are still an unexplainable fact,
but this might be due to the fact of 32 byte writes being merged in some fashion. Anyway, writing
does not present a relevant issue to this work.

Further investigation in the kernel sources about thebest_memcpy() function revealed a wrap-
up deciding between using__memcpy() andkni_memcpy() depending on the processor’s sup-
port of streaming SIMD extensions – SSE. SIMD instructions are single-instruction multiple
data instructions, introduced in the MMX enabled CPUs. The SSE instructions were introduced
in the Pentium III revision of Intel’s IA-32 x86 processors. Testing was being performed in a
PII processor, sokni_memcpy() was never chosen bybest_memcpy() to do the final assembly
work.
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Figure 8: The VIA KT133 chipset architecture.

4.7 The VIAKT133

At this point testing was done in an Athlon based computer with an Asus motherboard with a
VIAKT133 chipset. This chipset has the classical PCI bus positioning and is depicted in fig.8.

Using the ATI PCI and the user-mode program reading blocks of 4 MB, 7.46 MB/s where
achieved. Using the kernel module one could read at the same speed 7.46 MB/s and write at
63.05 MB/s, no matter whichmemcpy routine was used.

Changing in the BIOS setup the video memory cacheability from US to USWC – uncacheable,
speculative write combining – managed the write speed to go up to 119.6 MB/s. Anyway, chang-
ing other NB related parameters did not alter the situation. By combining smaller data writes
into 64-bit writes, USWC reduces the number of transactions required for a particular amount
of data to be transferred into the linear framebuffer of the graphics adapter. The factor of two
observed corroborates this line of thought.

Anyway it was strange that in this case moving from user-mode to kernel-mode did not yield any
speed increase. The reasons for this behavior will become clear latter on.

4.8 The i440FX

So as to get a third “chipset opinion”, a motherboard based on Intel’s i440FX was used on a
system bearing a Pentium II at 233 MHz. This chipset is the uniprocessor version of the i440BX,
already discussed. Results are summarized below:

ATI PCI – 128 kB blocks

Reading (MB/s) 7.0
Writing (MB/s) 36.2

One can see that the performance is comparable to all the other systems tested up to this time:
the i440BX and the VIA KT133.
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4.9 Loop variable declaration

It has also been tested the way the variable that loops the block transfer is declared:

Loop variable type ATI PCI – 128 kB blocks read speed (MB/s)

u32 9.1
register u32 9.8

When a variable is declared with theregister keyword, the compiler makes sure this variable
is kept in a register for as long as possible during execution of a program. The increase in speed
though, is barely 10%.u32 stands for a 32-bit unsigned integer type.

4.10 The manufacturers

At this time email was sent to major chipset/motherboard manufacturers like AMD, VIA, Opti,
Ali and Serverworks. Intel and SiS had no technical support email contact available. This email
simply asked if their NBs/motherboards supported CPU initiated PCI burst reads, since 9 MB/s
would mean, in a 32-bit, 33 MHz PCI bus one data every 14 clock cycles.

4.11 Moving up to Pentium III

Meanwhile, and so as to testkni_memcpy(), a Pentium III at 800 MHz computer, based on the
Intel’s i815EP chipset, was ordered. The first results for this platform with the kernel module
(runlevel 1 withsyslogd implied) were:

ATI PCI – 128 kB blocks read/write speed (MB/s)

memcpy_from_io()

__memcpy() 5.77 / 64.00
__constant_memcpy()

best_memcpy() 8.95 / 112.28

pointer dereferencing 1.50 / -

So,best_memcpy() is now choosingkni_memcpy() because we’re using a Pentium III, and
both reads and writes get boosted by some 60%.

Pointer dereferencing is included, because it’s similar to I/O access, by taking just on dword at a
time. This technique just dereferences the pointer returned byioremap():

(unsigned long) value = *(unsigned int *) ptr_to_pci_mem;

With the user-mode programmmap’ing the PCI memory on/dev/mem, one got for 8 MB blocks
the small read speed of 5.61 MB/s.

Coming back to the driver, but now using smaller data blocks one measured
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ATI PCI – 1 kB blocks read/write speed (MB/s)

memcpy_from_io()

__memcpy() 5.77 / 64.00
__const_memcpy()

best_memcpy() 9.14 / 117.43

pointer dereferencing 1.50 / -

And tweaking the data block size one could see thatbest_memcpy() produced the best results
in all runs from 512 bytes data per block up to 32 kB data per block.

When a 64 bytes per data block run was performed, then all the routines performed equally bad:

ATI PCI – 64 byte blocks read/write speed (MB/s)

memcpy_from_io()

__memcpy() 5.77 / 64.00
__const_memcpy()

best_memcpy() 5.77 / 62.13

pointer dereferencing 1.50 / -

This happens because for transfers smaller than 128 bytes,kni_memcpy() internally prefers to
use__memcpy().

4.12 Using the PCI Analyzer

At this time, the TA700 PCI analyzer/exerciser from Catalyst Enterprises, was brought from the
lab in order to ascertain the differences seen in terms of PCI cycles. The main motivating factor
was the observed two fold increase in speed either reading and writing, whenkni_memcpy()

was used.

The analyzer showed thatkni_memcpy() retrieved 2 dwords per read transaction, while all the
other routines only got one dword per read transaction. Now, an XMM register used by SSE
instructions onkni_memcpy() is 128-bit wide, and 2 dwords fit only half of it. So, this hints at
a bottleneck/mismatch somewhere. Otherwise we’d expect to get 4 dwords (128 bits) bursted in
each read transaction.

4.13 Overclocking

At this point, another approach at increasing the read speed was taken: overclocking the PC.

Since the FLIC is a 64-bit 66 MHz PCI compliant board, overclocking would never be limited
by the FLIC, but by specifications or quality of other system’s components.

It was observed that overclocking the PCI bus to 41.77 MHz increased read speed of the ATI PCI
to 10.63 MB/s, or 16% more than the previous highest value.

Overclocking is very tricky, since the whole system is overclocked, including the system’s front
side bus (FSB) and the main memory speed. The CPU internal speed is determined by FSB times
a fixed multiplier, so the CPU itself will also be overclocked.
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Since the ATI PCI refused to let the system boot above 41.77 MHz, testing was redirected to
the system’s NIC, now an Intel EtherExpress PRO, which worked with a PCI bus frequency
of 43.33 MHz, with FSB at 130 MHz and RAM at 130 MHz. Top read speed of 13.34 MB/s
for this NIC was attained at PCI bus speed of 42.53 MHz, with FSB at 170 MHz and RAM
at 128 MHz, and transferring 4 kB blocks. At this point the CPU was running at 1020 MHz.
Notice that memory clock is now below the 133 MHz specification for PC133 SDRAM. Thus
memory performance was degraded. Underclocked memory is the kind of compromise necessary
in overclocking other components, because memory chips are usually the most clocking sensitive
devices on a system.

With the system overclocked to 160/160/40 MHz on FSB/RAM/PCI, several tests where un-
dertook on the EEPRO, using a private copy of thekni_memcpy() function. No performance
improvement was observed by changing the code, and these changes included:

• Interleaved reading of several offsets;

• Changing the location of PREFETCHNTA instructions;

• Adding more PREFETCHNTA instructions;

• Removing all PREFETCHNTA instructions;

• Unroll parts of the copy loop using more XMM registers;

As we now know, the PREFETCHNTA instruction, defined in [13, p.10-18] doesn’t necessarily
prefetch a cache line, namely due to issues related with cacheability of the address being asked
for.

When the analyzer was brought in, the system would refuse to boot, so no further testing was
performed in an overclocked system.

4.14 The TTC/SR PMC

At this time the first assembled FLICs arrived to the lab. The only active PCI device similar to
a FLIC available for testing was the TTC/SR PCI mezzanine card – PMC – which has its own
on-board PCI-to-PCI bridge. Adding this bridge to the one on the FLIC, this means the TTC is
now an agent behind two bridges, as seen by the host system. This has revealed to be an issue,
since the bridges forward PCI requests to the TTC, thus introducing delays when the CPU reads
it.

The first time the analyzer was used to snoop on TTC reads, a brave new world was uncovered.

The notation [x+y] used for read transfers means that offsets x and y are transferred in the same
PCI read transaction. These offsets are always an hexadecimal multiple of 0x04 because 4 bytes
(1 dword) are transferred at a time in the PCI bus. Several instructions were used to transfer data:

• MOVUPS instructions on XMM registers (128-bit wide) interlace the data on the bus.
By this we mean that the order by which data in PCI memory are read is: [08+0C] [00+04]
[18+1C] [10+14]. . .

MOVUPS are the instructions used bykni_memcpy().
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• MOVDQ operations on MMX registers (64-bit wide) do not interlace the data.
For these one can see [00+04] [08+0C] [10+14] [18+1C]. . . on the bus.

• MOV operations on 32-bit registers result in the expected pattern of [00] [04] [08] [0C]
[10] [14] [18] [1C]. . .

In fact each [x] bracket is effectively a group of PCI commands, which can be divided in two
sets:

1. Three transactions consisting of

3x (MEMRD + WAIT + RETRY + WAIT + 2 IDLE),

amounting to 18 PCI clocks where no data is transferred, and

2. A final data transferring transaction consisting of

(MEMRD + 2 WAIT + {1 or 2} DATA + ∼22 IDLE),

amounting to∼27 PCI clocks, with 1 or 2 dwords transferred depending on the function
used.

This clearly explains the big speed difference betweenkni_memcpy()and all the other functions.
Briefly stated one has

Function used Average bytes transferred
per PCI clock cycle

kni_memcpy() 0.178
othermemcpy’s 0.091

From this, one had two presumably exploitable ways of increasing the bytes/clock ratio:

1. Understand why there are three retries but looking at the PCI transactions in between the
TTC and the FLIC, rather than outside the FLIC.

This proved to be physically impossible, since if we use the analyzer plugged in the FLIC,
then we couldn’t plug the TTC there.

Anyway this method of diagnosis may be user for checking the FLIC, since then one will
see the transactions between the FLIC’s on-board bridge and the FPGA itself.

2. Try to reduce the IDLE states between consecutive transactions. Halving the IDLE states
would increase the speed by 32%.

An explanation for the amount of IDLE states conjectured is that the NB after getting
the data, hands it to the CPU which, after filling a register, now has to write this register
contents’ to memory. This operation was taking roughly 87 clock cycles of the 133 MHz
FSB, which is more than enough time to store 64 bits into memory. The IDLE states could
then be reduced by using a faster CPU and/or faster memory. Thus a PC with an Athlon
processor at 1 GHz equipped with double data rate, DDR, SDRAM was ordered.

The conclusion drawn from the results above was that it seemed impossible to get more than 2
dwords at a time from the PCI bus.
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4.15 AMD’s opinion on CPU initiated reads

At the same time this was being unveiled, AMD replied to the email asking for directions. They
were the only manufacturer who replied to our message, and all these previous findings were
shared with them.

The idea they were passing was that NBs are optimized for everythingexceptburst reading from
PCI boards, and that thisis very natural. Quoting from [8, p.17], one has that

The PCI block [the north bridge] can be broken up into two sub-blocks–the PCI
target module and the PCI master module. The PCI target module handles cycles
initiated by an external master on the PCI bus. The AMD-761 system controller
responds to cycles that are directed to main memory or writes that are sent to the
other PCI interface (the AGP interface). This module containswrite buffers (PCI-
to-memory and PCI-to-PCI), read buffers from memory, and a target sequencer that
keeps track of the bus while the AMD-761 system controller is a PCI target.

The emphasized text shows that there are no read buffers from PCI. So it really looked that no
NB would do the task. The last email received from AMD Europe, quoted an AMD USA senior
chipset designer, who wrote:

I don’t know of any chipset that does this because it kinda goes against the
whole PCI paradigm which is to move data with DMA-not the CPU. Moving data
with DMA is more efficient but I have run across a few customers in the past that
resist this because they don’t want to spend the money[. . . ].

[. . . ]
So the next option you could support is read-prefetching, where the PCI master

would speculatively go out and "read-ahead" in spite of the fact that the processor’s
read was uncacheable. As I mentioned we did this in a previous chipset at my last
company (Pentium based) and it was a total disaster because you can’t prefetch in
non-prefetchable memory that has side-effects (i.e. a status register that resets itself
when read). We just couldn’t get people to understand how and when to set the
attributes correctly so we took this out.

Bottom line though, I think that this is a feature you wouldn’t typically see, want,
or need in a PC application. It costs money to build and test and can cause problems
when used incorrectly, so it’s not ever supported.

The overwhelming strength of the words was so big that it looked like this endeavor would stop
with a mere 9 MB/s top read speed.

4.16 The turning point – Tricking the NB with MTRRs

Memory type range registers (MTRRs) werethebig step in read speed increase.

The use of MTRRs was suggested by someone on the PCI-SIG mailing list reporting that for
testing purposes they were declaring a prefetchable PCI memory as write-back, WB, on the
CPU’s MTRRs, [9]. For the IA-32 architecture, one has the memory types of table3 on the next
page, abridged from [13, sec.9.3].
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Allow

Memory type Cacheable Writeback Speculative Memory Ordering

Cacheable Reads Model

Strong Uncacheable (UC) No No No Strong Ordering

Write Combining (WC) No No Yes Weak ordering

Write Through (WT) Yes No Yes Speculative

processor ordering

Write Back (WB) Yes Yes Yes Speculative

processor ordering

Write Protected (WP) Yes for reads No Yes Speculative

No for writes processor ordering

Table 3: IA-32 memory types declarable in a MTRR.

We have verified that it suffices to declare the memory area as write through, because the relevant
parameter is the cacheable attribute. Programming the MTRRs can be done from a command
prompt using the Kernel/proc interface. Shell commands illustrating this are given in Table4 on
page30.

In principle this is only effective if one has an agent with prefetchable PCI memory being de-
clared in the MTRRs. Otherwise it might induce violations to the PCI specifications in some
way, because non-prefetchable areas are evidently not cacheable.

So, first results using this trick gave some interesting results

TTC read speed with MTRRs (MB/s)
Transfer method No-MTRR WC WT WB WP

32-bit MOVs 3.319 6.65 1280 1750 1600 1280
64-bit MOVQs 6.72 - - 2497 - -
128-bit MOVUPSs 6.72 6.70 711 1883 711 800

Results in italics were obtained at the edge of the timing measurements precision. Thejiffies

variable precision is 10 ms and some measurements took only 40 ms. The results missing the
64-bit MOVQs were obtained with the usualmemcpy() (32-bit) andkni_memcpy() (128-bit)
functions with 64 kB blocks while columns having all three results where tight assembly loops
transferring 32 bytes per iteration with the respective assembly instructions.

One can distinctively notice a transition when going to memory types allowing caching. One can
also observe from the first WB column, that 64 bits looks like a preferred mode for transfer.

The huge values for WT, WB and WP MTRRs are an expected phenomenon, since a read from a
cacheable memory area address makes the processor look for that address in its cache. Quoting
from [13, p.9-6], for cacheable types one has that

Reads come from cache lines on cache hits; read misses cause cache fills.

Thus, once a data is read into the cache, if this is not evicted, the probability of staying there
during the repetitions of the transfers is rather high. The only thing that has effectively changed
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inside the host bus is that a cache fill request is being issued, rather than a data request. This will
prove to make all the difference.

Taking this into account, cache flushing becomes necessary at the end of each block transfer. If
one doesn’t want to flush the cache then the block size must be larger than twice the cache’s size
to guarantee that the whole cache is overwritten when the next block is read.

To prove this last point, imagine you have aL bytes cache and you are repeatedly reading a
memory area of lengthl bytes. Then for the three possible cases outlined before, one has that:

l < L When you first read your block, the wholel bytes are copied into the cache. Then, when
you start reading that memory area again you will get a cache hit for the first byte, and all
others subsequently.

L < l < 2L For this case supposel = 1.5L. Then the first time the memory area is read, only the
lastL bytes of the memory area are cached. So, when you read again, the firstL/2 bytes
are assured not to be in the cache, and will be fetched. But if due to cache organization
you cannot guarantee that theseL/2 bytes will overwrite the nextL/2 bytes, then you need
to make sure thatl > 2L.
If one is sure that the cache is overwritten in a linear fashion, then one just needs to transfer
l > L blocks. But it is always safer to be prepared for the worst case.

4.17 Flushing the cache

Cache flushing has been achieved by coding the WBINVD assembly instruction in the kernel
module. Quoting [12, p.3-780], the WBINVD instruction

Writes back all modified cache lines in the processors internal cache to main memory
and invalidates (flushes) the internal caches. The instruction then issues a special-
function bus cycle that directs external caches to also write back modified data and
another bus cycle to indicate that the external caches should be invalidated.

After executing this instruction, the processor does not wait for the external caches to
complete their write-back and flushing operations before proceeding with instruction
execution. It is the responsibility of hardware to respond to the cache write-back and
flush signals.

The WBINVD instruction is a privileged instruction. When the processor is run-
ning in protected mode, the CPL of a program or procedure must be 0 to execute
this instruction. This instruction is also a serializing instruction (see Serializing In-
structions in Chapter 8 of the IA-32 Intel Architecture Software Developers Manual,
Volume 3).

The line of code used reads

__asm__ __volatile__ (�WBINVD�:::�memory�);

But note that this piece of C code can only be used from within the kernel. Even the superuser
cannot run a program calling it, as tested.

Using/not-using the MTTR trick along with the WBINVD cache flushing for 64 kB blocks on
the Pentium III system with the TTC board and the Intel EEPRO network adapter yielded for
best_memcpy(), in runlevel 1 withsyslogd running,
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(MB/s) No-MTRR WT MTRR WB MTRR

TTC - 21.19 21.19
EEPRO 8.88 13.31 -

A whopping factor two more than the last best results.

4.18 VIA’s deception

After these fantastic results that plainly doubled the read speed, the idea behind Athlon testing
was that the Athlon’s cache line size is twice the Pentium III’s: 64 bytesvs. 32 bytes, or 16
dwordsvs.8 dwords.

The Athlon board used the aforementioned VIA KT133. For this board, results using the new
driver were very disappointing:

(MB/s) No-MTRR WT MTRR WB MTRR

TTC 3.46 7.62 7.62

The analyzer clearly shows that only 2 dwords are bursted.

But the really disappointing thing is that when the MTRR is disabled there is only one dword
being transferred per PCI read transaction, no matter what routine is used.

4.19 Back to Pentium III

After the frustrated hopes on the VIAKT133-based system, detailed analysis of the PCI bus’
contents transfers on the Pentium III i815EP-based system was undertook.

These showed that for the TTC using WT MTRR, with WBINVD kernel module and transferring
64kB blocks, one has 20.85 MB/s. For this figure the transactions on the bus followed a pattern
consisting of

1. The first retries

3x (MEMRD + 2 WAIT + RETRY + WAIT + IDLE),

amounting to 18 PCI clocks, and

2. The final data transferring transaction consisting of

(MEMRD + 2 WAIT + 8 DATA + 17 IDLE),

amounting to 28 PCI clocks, for a total of 8 data per 47 clocks.

This structure can be seen on fig.9 on the next page. The theoretical throughput of this pattern
is 21.75 MB/s, and its bytes/clock ratio is 0.68.

Now a very interesting effect due to the introduction of the WBINVD instruction is that the
structure of the transfer at the 64 kB block level reveals an amount of IDLE time of 8.2% of the
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Figure 9: 8 dwords being bursted. Notice the timings on the upper right corner.

Figure 10: 64 kB transfer structure with 8 dword bursts. Notice the timings on the upper right
corner.
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total block transfer’s time, inserted between block transfers.

This IDLE time is surely due to the cache flushing and block loop variable incrementing.

Since the TTC memory is 64 kB long, one could not go for the alternative to WBINVD, which
is reading blocks twice as large as the cache size.

In the FLIC this will not be a problem since the FLIC’s internal memory is 32 or 64 MB long.
Thus when sequentially reading this buffer the cache will always be overwritten.

4.20 The AMD-761 System Controller

Before trying to get an expensive 128 byte cache line size Pentium 4 system to try getting more
dwords per read transaction, the newly arrived AMD-761-based system with DDR SDRAM was
tested. This has an Asus A7M266 motherboard fitted with 256 MB of DDR SDRAM.

First results using the same software used on the PIII system yielded

(MB/s) No-MTRR WT MTRR

TTC 4.1 26.2

This represents 23% faster reading by “just” changing CPU, memory and mainboard.

Looking at the bus one could see

1. Four first retries

4x (MEMRD + WAIT + RETRY + WAIT + IDLE),

amounting to 20 PCI clocks, and

2. The final data transferring transaction consisting of

(MEMRD + 2 WAIT + 7 DATA + DIS+DATA + WAIT + 1 IDLE),

or

(MEMRD + 2 WAIT + 8 DATA + 9 IDLE),

amounting to 13 or 20 PCI clocks, for a total of 8 data per 33 or 40 clocks.

The transfers observed in the bus had this intriguing alternating pattern of IDLE states after the
data was transferred. This pattern alternated between 1 IDLE and 9 IDLEs. Further investigation
revealed that:

• 9 IDLE states were observed when the transaction ended normally, with both master (NB)
and target (the FLIC PCI-to-PCI bridge acting on behalf of the TTC) agreeing on termina-
tion.

• 1 IDLE state was observed when the target would disconnect before the master’s needs
were fulfilled.

The latter kind of disconnection is described in [4, p.180].

So, what seemed to be happening was that somehow, either the TTC or one of the PCI-to-PCI
bridges were not giving all the data the NB was willing to receive. So the NB seemed to want 16
dwords, or an Athlon’s whole cache line. This was very promising.
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Figure 11: 16 dwords being bursted. Notice the timings on the upper right corner.

4.21 PCI-to-PCI cache line size tweaking

When investigated, the Intel 21154 PCI-to-PCI bridges present both in the FLIC and in the TTC
board, revealed to be configured to a cache line size of 8 dwords. This value has a maximum
setting of 16 dwords, so using thesetpci, as shown in Table4 on page30 one changed this
setting to the largest allowed value.

After this change one achieved

(MB/s) No-MTRR WT MTRR

TTC - 37.8

In the bus one could observe the following transactions:

1. The four retries at the beginning

4x (MEMRD + WAIT + RETRY + WAIT + IDLE),

amounting to 20 PCI clocks, and

2. The final data transferring transaction consisting of

(MEMRD + 2 WAIT + 16 DATA + WAIT + 11 IDLE),

amounting to 30 PCI clocks, for a total of 16 data in 50 clocks.
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Figure 12: 64 kB transfer structure with 16 dword bursts. Notice the timings on the upper right
corner.

These are depicted in fig.11 on the preceding page. This pattern’s theoretical throughput is
40.68 MB/s, and its bytes/clock ratio is 1.28.

The interesting bit is that now the inter-block delay has increased to 13.3% of the block’s total
transfer time, as can be observed in fig.12. Further understanding of this time’s nature would
be very useful, but would probably need some peeking into the FSB. Since there are no FSB
analyzers available this might prove impossible to do.

5 The 37.8 MB/s micro-howto

This section aims at providing a checklist on how to get 37.8 MB/s reading. We only mention
key components for the reading purpose. In each component, relevant features are highlighted,
and appropriate comments are drawn.

PCI Board We used aCERN PMC-TTC/SRboard. The TTC/SR PMC was mounted in a FLIC
– so that the FLIC is just a carrier. The TTC/SR declares aprefetchable PCI memory area
which is 64 kB in length.

CPU The CPU used was anAMD Athlon at 1 GHz. This processor has acache line width 16
dwords(64 bytes).
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[root@na60pc13 /root]#lspci -tvv

-[00]-+-00.0 Advanced Micro Devices: Unknown device 700e

+-01.0-[01]----00.0 ATI Technologies: Unknown device 474d

+-04.0 VIA Technologies, Inc.: Unknown device 0686

+-04.1 VIA Technologies, Inc. VT82C586 IDE [Apollo]

+-04.2 VIA Technologies, Inc. VT82C586B USB

+-04.3 VIA Technologies, Inc. VT82C586B USB

+-04.4 VIA Technologies, Inc.: Unknown device 3057

+-09.0 3Com Corporation: Unknown device 9200

+-0d.0-[02-03]--+-0e.0-[03]----00.0 CERN TTC (PMC)

| \-0f.0 Lucent : FLIC board

\-11.0 Promise Technology, Inc.: ATA100 controller

[root@na60pc13 /root]#lspci -vs 3:0.0

03:00.0 Bridge: CERN/ECP/EDU STAR/RD24 SCI-PCI (PMC) (rev 02)

Flags: bus master, slow devsel, latency 32, IRQ 10

Memory at e3000000 (32-bit, prefetchable)

I/O ports at 8800

[root@na60pc13 /root]#echo "base=0xe3000000 size=0x10000

type=write-through" > /proc/mtrr

[root@na60pc13 /root]#cat /proc/mtrr

reg00:base=0x00000000( 0MB),size= 256MB:write-back,count=1

reg01:base=0xe3000000(3632MB),size= 64kB:write-through,count=1

reg07:base=0xe4000000(3648MB),size= 64MB:write-combining,count=1

[root@na60pc13 /root]#setpci -v -s 0:d.0 cache_line_size=10

[root@na60pc13 /root]#setpci -v -s 2:e.0 cache_line_size=10

Table 4: Tuning session with the AMD-761 system with the TTC/SR PMC. Keywords are high-
lighted.

Motherboard We used an Asus A7M266 motherboard. This motherboard used theAMD-761
north bridge. Testing on another Athlon motherboard with the VIA KT133 chipset, keep-
ing all other conditions constant, yielded only 2 dwords being transferred at a time.

Setup The system must be running Linux. Then asroot perform the commands in Table4.
These set the MTRRs and PCI-to-PCI bridges cache line sizes’ to 16 – 0x10 in hexadeci-
mal. Besides, it is also mandatory that either:

1. The size of the memory area being repeatedly read is larger than twice the processor’s
total data cache size,

or

2. WBINVD is issued at the end of every transfer. This can only be done from in-
side the kernel and using the__asm__ __volatile__ (�WBINVD�:::�memory�)

construct.

6 Prospects

From all the facts observed, probably the achieved read speed is the highest possible in terms
of number of dwords bursted, since the maximum cache line size of the Intel 21154 PCI-to-PCI
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bridge is 16 dwords [10, sec.15.1.9]. In the FLIC this bridge is between the host system’s PCI
bus and the FPGA’s PCI connection, thus “filtering” cached transactions.

It must also be emphasized that these results were not obtained for the FLIC itself. Surely the
FLIC will present its own issues.

Anyway we still present a brief analysis of prospects for further optimizing the read speed.

6.1 Further optimization

• As we know, having one data transferred every clock cycle implies∼126 MB/s throughput
on a 33 MHz 32-bit bus. So taking into account bursts with 16 dwords, and taking into
account empirical results, one could achieve 53% of the total bandwidth of the system –
∼67 MB/s – because of the extra clock cycles for the read protocol and the observed 11
IDLE states.

• Since the FLIC is behind one bridge, one expects that, at the beginning of the transaction,
this bridge will forward the read request to the FLIC, thus inserting a retry cycle on the
host’s side. Empirically, one retry transaction and subsequent idle states have been seen
to take up to 5 clock cycles. So we can now take at most 45% of the total bandwidth and
hope at most for∼57 MB/s read speed.

• To this we can add the fact that there will be some latency on the FLIC to access it’s
internal RAM and getting data on the PCI output FIFO. Assuming this latency is of the
order of 200 ns, we can estimate that some 3 wait-states on average will be introduced in
the bus. This now implies 42% of the total bus bandwidth, or∼52 MB/s.

• Adding to all these “features” from PCI transactions with real-world devices, one must
also bear in mind that the 37.8 MB/s read speed impliesexclusiveusage of the PCI bus,
with no other agents using it. Since in real systems this does not happen, namely because
of network interfaces needed to take the data out to some concentrator, the read speed will
be affected by an yet unknown factor, which should never be smaller than 50%.
To this last point the discussion on the modern approach of using proprietary interconnect
buses between the MCH and the ICH is relevant, since the bandwidth consuming periph-
erals on the typical DAQ computer will be:

Hard drive As previously stated, this can take up to 40 MB/s.

Network controller This should take no more than 1.3 MB/s of bandwidth. But if this
component is moved from the PCI bus to a direct connection to the ICH, a lot of
transactions on the PCI bus would be saved when sending out data packets.

The main idea behind this thinking is that the FLICs beingthe onlydevices on the PCI
bus, one might expect a factor of no less than 90% to be applied to the read speed values
attained. This would yield an optimized value of 47.3 MB/s.

7 Conclusion

It has been demonstrated, even against AMD’s technical staff knowledge/belief, that the CPU
can burst read from PCI agents’ memories. This highly depends on the chipset used, but the top
speed reached in a commodity PC costing less than 2 kCHF was 37.8 MB/s.
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The read speed values attained are compatible with the NA60 speed requirements for proton runs,
thus alleviating the schedule of the FLIC’s software development.
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A Glossary

With all the jargon used from such diverse areas, such as programming or hardware, including
a glossary at the end becomes important. Further doubts on any of these terms or concepts may
disappear by simply searching them in Googlehttp://google.com.

agent Agent is PCI jargon for a logical device in the bus. A physical device may have itself
several functions. Each function will be an agent, for it will have its own PCI configuration
space.

Assembly A very low-level programming language, in which the basic constructs are CPU in-
structions.

ATA100 A standard defining IDE hard drive transfer speeds of up to 100 MB/s.

device A PCI device is a PCI physical device that takes one slot on the bus and represents one
electrical load.E.g. SBs that have USB and IDE controllers integrated, are one device
with two (or more) functions.

dword One double-word. Equivalent to 4 bytes or 32 bits. This is the length of one data unit on
a 32-bit PCI bus.

DDR SDRAM Double data rate SDRAM. DDR is achieved by transferring data on both rising
and falling edges of the FSB clock.

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array; A programmable kind of logic, which uses VHDL as
its’ programming language.

GB Gigabyte. Equivalent to 230 bytes in this note. Some references might use 109, thus giving
a 7.4% difference.

init The program used to change runlevels in Linux. Besides runlevel 0 which means shutdown,
usual runlevels are

1. Single-user mode . No services started, just a shell.

2. Multiuser-mode without NFS.
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3. Full multi-user mode.

4. Reserved.

5. X-Windows mode.

6. Reboot.

ISA Industry Standard Architecture bus.

kB kilobyte. Equivalent to 210 bytes in this note.

long long type. This is the C type for integers with 32-bit storage.

MB Megabyte. Equivalent to 220 bytes in this note. Some references might use 106, thus giving
a 4.8% difference.

WBINVD Write-back and invalidate cache. An x86 assembly instruction proven to be very
useful in the course of this work. Can only be issued from inside the kernel as__asm__

__volatile__ (�WBINVD�:::�memory�);

word word. Equivalent to 2 bytes or 16 bits.
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A Plug and Play Approach to Data Acquisition
J. Toledo, H. Müller, J. Buytaert, F. Bal, A. David, A. Guirao, and F. J. Mora

Abstract—Backplane buses are becoming a legacy for high-rate,
high-volume data processing applications. Higher efficiency at
lower cost is offered by the PCI bus technology, compared to
crate-embedded processors. Becoming part of the plug&play
domain of the host’s operating system, no additional data transfer
protocols are needed. We have combined the PCI technology
with high-density field-programmable gate array (FPGA) logic
and common mezzanine standards on a flexible PCI card. First
applications cover readout controllers for legacy bus protocols,
high-speed link I/O and fast analog input data conversion. An
FPGA with embedded PCI master/target core serves as pro-
grammable interface between the PCI bus, mezzanine cards,
and a local SDRAM. Adapter mezzanine cards, implemented
according to the IEEE P1386 or similar common standards, are
used for voltage level conversion, trigger interfacing or prepro-
cessing. The application-dependent controller functions as well as
SDRAM and PCI interfacing are handled by FPGA logic. A Linux
driver was developed to achieve high bandwidth via CPU-initiated
transfers. Control software for Windows and an interface for
LabView target control and monitoring applications via graphical
interfaces. First experience and applications will be reported.

Index Terms—Data acquisition buses, detector readout architec-
tures, DMA transactions, PCI bus.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE rack-mounting backplane bus standards like VME
ruled the HEP (High Energy Physics) data acquisition

(DAQ) arena during the last two decades, with practical transfer
rates across the backplane in the 10-to-50 MB/s range and
inter-crate communications limited to 3 MB/s (VICbus for
VME) and 40 MB/s (Fastbus segment interconnects). Switched
networks for event building in the GB/s range replaced
inter-crate buses in the late nineties. But the conventional
method of “data processing across the backplane” is still in use.

DAQ modules in today’s experiments must each handle
throughputs of up to 200 MB/s, resulting in an integrated
bandwidth across the backplane far higher than what VME64
and other recent VME developments can provide.

PCI invaded the VME bus since 1995 via standards like PMC
(PCI Mezzanine Card, IEEE P1386.1-1995), which is a PCI
implementation of the CMC (Common Mezzanine Card, IEEE
P1386) form factor, allowing both 32- and 64-bit PCI implemen-
tations. PMC cards added a large degree of freedom, allowing
drop-in integration of any device or technology which could be
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adapted to the PMC standard, like embedded CPU’s, interfaces
for network standards and high-sped links.

PMC also provided the possibility for non-PCI communica-
tion between the mezzanine and the board logic via a user-de-
fined 64-pin input/output (I/O) connector. Typical examples for
use of this user-defined I/O connector are serial buses like USB,
I2C or JTAG. Motherboard-resident control chips which require
remote configuration functionality can herewith be easily con-
figured from mezzanine-resident, networked processor systems.

Extensions to the PMC mechanical standard like the VITA-32
standard for embedded processors added the possibility to place
a PCI host system on a mezzanine. This removed the necessity
for a PCI host system on the motherboard.

II. THE PCI BUS IN HEP APPLICATIONS

Confined to short length and delicate in its electrical proper-
ties, PCI posed sometimes problems. Also the uni-directional
PCI bus hierarchy, requiring a host for initialization at the root
segment, was a constraint that limited flexibility. Nevertheless,
PCI offered a fast, processor independent, industry supported
solution and its widespread use in HEP DAQ systems became a
fact predicted in the mid nineties [1], [2]. Practical implemen-
tations followed two paradigms described in the next sections.

A. On-Board Data Processing

Data are actually more efficiently processed locally (mi-
grating from “data processing across the backplane” to “data
processing across the on-board bus”) and I/O is de facto using
today’s high-speed link technologies. This relegates VME and
Fastbus to the role of convenient mechanical frameworks with
a “power and control bus connector” rather than providing bus
functionalities via backplanes.

This new paradigm relies on the use of PCI as local DAQ bus
and on the use of mezzanine card standards for exchangeable
I/O interfaces. In the conservative approach, the backplane was
left in the crate in order to maintain backward compatibility,
but the PCI bus was integrated into the DAQ module logic for
high-speed chip-to-chip communication. This possibility was
enhanced by the availability of good PCI support chips and
FPGAs with PCI port.

FPGA technology backed this trend by boosting local
processing with FPGA-based coprocessors and easing the
integration of data processing and interface logic in small
mezzanine form factors. The implementation of specialized
algorithms in an FPGA using only integer and boolean
operations, in comparison to a CPU, can result in a large
performance gain [3]. Data compression, track finding, trigger
algorithms, and subevent building can be implemented either
on FPGA-based coprocessor mezzanines, assisting a CPU on
the main board, or entirely in FPGAs.

0018-9499/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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The advent of large-gate-count FPGAs allowed for the inte-
gration of data processing algorithms, small to medium-sized
FIFOs, SRAMs, and extra glue logic in a single device. The
availability of FPGA-embedded cores (hard and soft) like PCI
master/target interfaces, HSL (High-Speed Link) serializers,
DSPs, etc., provides very powerful data processing and I/O
functionalities in a single device.

As a result, complex systems can be embedded in a small
mezzanine card. Recent examples can be found in PMCs for
real-time data processing [4], in the S-Link specification for link
technologies on CMC mezzanine cards [5] and ADC cards with
FPGA control and processing [6].

A recent implementation of this paradigm is the Readout Unit
for the LHCb experiment [7], a 9U-sized card with four CMC
mezzanines in the front panel for data input, on-board PCI bus
for FPGA-based event building and a PMC network interface
card on the rear for data output. Hybrid solutions like the one
described in [8] use front-panel links for data input, mezzanines
for data processing, PCI for on-board mezzanine interconnec-
tion and VME64 for board readout.

B. Data Processing Across the PCI Backplane

The second paradigm consists in replacing VME by PCI as
DAQ backplane. Some PCI derivatives, like the CompactPCI
standard appeared, but the acceptance was mild. The PC was a
more successful (and cheaper) PCI readout platform, providing
also the ground for what we call the flexible I/O concept.

III. T HE FLEXIBLE I/O CONCEPT

When contemplating the trends around the VME bus legacy,
one realizes that a rearrangement of the building blocks (i.e.,
mezzanine cards, FPGA’s, PCI bus, user connector, memory)
can result in a new, flexible concept. For example, by moving
PMC mezzanine cards directly onto standard PCI cards inside a
host PC, by mere addition of a simple bridge function, the PMC
becomes part of the plug & play devices seen by the operating
system of the readout computer. The PC’s power supply, PCI
backplane, and mechanical housing replace the crate at a lower
cost. The host PCI bus is naturally also available for slow con-
trol tasks. With such a configuration, no more intermediate data
transfer mechanisms between an external bus controller and the
host are needed.

The use of PMC inside PCs is not foreseen by the P1386 stan-
dard. However, the PCI connector pitch on an ATX motherboard
corresponds to the pitch of modules in a VME crate and modern
PCs can power up to six PCI cards. Hence there is neither a me-
chanical, nor logical constraint to not use PMCs in a PC.

We went one step further. By the addition of FPGA and
SDRAM on the PCI card, the possibility for implementing flex-
ible readout control functions is available, however localized in
the readout computer. By adding memory in some multipurpose
configuration, all ingredients are available for designing typical
data acquisition readout applications on a standard PCI plug
& play card. The result is the flexible I/O concept, where
mezzanines are used as adapters for voltage level conversion,
preprocessing, and trigger interface, and FPGA logic is used
for readout control and as interface to PCI and RAM. The

Fig. 1. Main components of a flexible I/O PCI card. The PCI interface can
be integrated in the FPGA saving board space. Reconfigurability allows a large
number of features like swing buffers in RAM, data processing before and/or
after storage in RAM, external synchronization signals or direct access to PMC
mezzanines from the host PCI bus.

flexible I/O concept is depicted in Fig. 1. References [9]–[12]
describe PCI cards approaching the flexible I/O concept.

Immediately apparent applications cover I/O via high-speed
links with FPGA-based coprocessor [10], [13], readout con-
trollers for legacy bus protocols [14] and chip-based detector
readout like Si-pixel [15] or Si-strip [16].

A. Moving Data Across the PCI Bus

In the flexible I/O concept, the PCI expansion bus in the
host PC is effectively the DAQ backplane. All devices on a PCI
system share the same memory space, so a transaction to the host
main memory, to the video card memory or to a DAQ board’s
buffer only differs in the destination address. DMA is the nat-
ural data transfer mode in PCI, which uses burst operations.

Depending on the configuration (32/64 b, 33/66 MHz) the
raw bandwidth in a PCI bus ranges from 132 to 528 MB/s for
infinite-length bursts [17]. The shorter the burst, the lower the
performance due to PCI protocol overhead. As an example,
a single-word transaction takes a minimum of four cycles,
yielding a maximum of 33 MB/s on a 32-b 33-MHz bus. Thus,
the key to high performance is to perform long bursts. This im-
plies using always PCI memory space, as no burst transactions
are allowed for PCI I/O space. Two different scenarios have
been tested.

1) Bus-Mastering DMA:In this case the DAQ board imple-
ments a PCI interface capable of acting as initiator and per-
forming DMA write transactions to host memory. The burst
length is only limited by the target (i.e., the PCI chipset’s in-
terface to main memory) and by PCI arbitration algorithm in
the PCI chipset. Thus, the performance is platform dependent.

In the past, PCI (32 b, 33 MHz) exceeded the host’s RAM
bandwidth (see PC-A plot in Fig. 2), but the advent of PC-100
and PC-133 SDRAM (see PC-B plot in Fig. 2) allowed higher
throughput and justified the use of faster PCI implementations
(64-b and 66-MHz).

2) PCI Read/Write With the CPU:Performance tests
moving data blocks larger than 64 KB to and from an ATI 3D
RAGE PRO video card have been carried out [19] on several
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Fig. 2. Throughput measurements across a 32-b 33-MHz PCI bus for two
different platforms as a function of the DMA block size. A PCI card based on
the AMCC S5933 PCI interface performs DMA write operations to host main
memory [18]. PC-A is based on the now obsolete i430HX chipset, 100-MHz
Pentium CPU, 60-ns EDO RAM and video card on the PCI bus. PC-B is based
on the i440BX chipset, 400-MHz Pentium II CPU, PC-100 SDRAM and AGP
video. No graphical user interface is used in order to provide a fair comparison.
Peak performance for PC-A is limited to 66 MB/s by the 32-b 60-ns RAM;
whilst in PC-B the limiting factor is the maximum PCI burst length (256 byte).
Performance decrease in PC-A is due to PCI retry operations inserted by the
chipset when its internal buffers get full. Performance drop in PC-B is explained
by the fact that DMA blocks are split into a number of maximum-size bursts
spaced by retry operations.

platforms running Linux 2.2.x. Test utilities were executed in
kernel mode for higher performance.

Write tests reported 103 MB/s on a 400-MHz Pentium II with
i440BX chipset, 112 MB/s on an 800-MHz Pentium III with
i815EP chipset, but only 63 MB/s on an Athlon-based PC with
VIA-KT133 chipset. All platforms had 32-b 33-MHz PCI.

Read tests, on the other hand, did not yield more than 9 MB/s
in any of the tested platforms. This is explained by the fact
that PCI chipsets are not optimized for CPU reads from PCI,
as bus-mastering DMA is a more efficient paradigm to handle
this data flow.

Nevertheless, read performance can be boosted as described
in detail in [19]. First, the PCI board’s prefetchable memory
must be defined as cacheable in the chipset’s Memory Type
Range Registers (MTTR) [20] in order to force a cache fill re-
quest rather than a data request. This yielded a 21-MB/s perfor-
mance on the i815EP platform, no improvement at all on the
VIA-KT133 and 26.2 MB/s on an AMD761-based platform.
Second, the cache line size register in the PCI bridge in the PCI
board (an i21154 PCI-to-PCI bridge in our tests) was set to the
maximum value (16 32-b words), allowing longer bursts and
yielding 37.8 MB/s on an AMD761 platform.

Fig. 3. Flexible readout architecture based on a commodity PC, flexible
I/O cards with application-specific mezzanines and a LAN interface for slow
control. Scalability is limited by the number of PCI slots on the motherboard
(typically five), the PCI bus bandwidth and the processing requirements in the
CPU.

B. Readout Architecture

The bandwidth limitations discussed in the previous sections
must be considered in a wider context. In the typical scenario
(Fig. 3), several PCI DAQ boards and a LAN card (interface to
the control system) share the PCI bus bandwidth, while the DAQ
software is running on the host CPU further degrading system
performance. Such a scenario, but for a single DAQ card, has
been evaluated in [21].

The evolution in motherboard technology, like independent
PCI segments for traffic isolation and 64-b 66-MHz PCI buses,
can enhance scalability in high-throughput applications.

IV. THE PCI-FLIC CARD AND ITS APPLICATIONS

Our flexible I/O card implementation, the PCI-FLIC (see
Fig. 4), is described elsewhere [11]. Compared to other flexible
I/O cards, all data paths are 64 b wide, including the PC-100
SDRAM and the PMC connector. Combined with 66-MHz
PCI bus capability, the PCI-FLIC is well suited for very
high throughput applications. Different readout architectures
(dual-port memory, FIFOs, circular buffers and swing-buffers
of different width up to 64 b) are supported. Data processing
may be implemented in FPGA or on mezzanine.

A. Applications

1) NA60 Data Acquisition System:The readout of NA60
muon spectrometer’s multiwire chambers (MWC’s) relied on
an old CERN system [23] consisting of: 1) 32-channel readout
CAMAC modules grouped in up to 22 modules per crate; 2) a
RMH system encoder collecting hit data via a CAMAC branch
cable and outputting to a custom ECL cable according to a
protocol named RMH; 3) a VME memory module into which
events are written by the RMH encoders; and 4) a VME interface
to a readout computer. The 1.6-kHz trigger rate and event sizes
in the order of 1 KB require 1.6-MB/s throughput. To increase
the event efficiency during 10 s of machine spill, the bandwidth
had to be increased to 6 MB/s, which required faster RMH hand-
shake and a buffer that was four times larger.
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Fig. 4. The PCI-FLIC card is a general-purpose 32/64-b 33/66-MHz universal PCI card with connectors for a variety of mezzanine adapters, centered on a
120-kilogate FPGA (center, top) with an embedded PCI master/target core. This PCI card contains two banks of 32-MB SDRAM (right) and two general-purpose
LVDS I/O plugs (top left corner). The FPGA logic serves as programmable interface between the connectors, the PCI bridge (center, bottom) and local SDRAM.
There are five mezzanine connectors for PMC-32 (including user defined I/O connector), 64-b PMC extensions and custom mezzanines like S-Link. Estimated
power dissipation is 15 W including a mezzanine card (limited to 7.5 W according to [22]). PCI 2.2 allows up to 25 W per PCI card.

Fig. 5. RMH mezzanine for the PCI-FLIC. NIM connectors are used for the RMH trigger interface (top right corner). The RMH cable is connected via a 50-pin
connector (bottom right). Signals are converted from ECL to TTL levels before being transmitted to the PCI-FLIC via a standard 64-pin CMC connector (left).

A mezzanine card has been designed [14] to adapt the RMH
cable and ECL electrical levels to the PCI-FLIC and thus replace
to the VME memory and interface modules with a faster RMH
receiver with larger buffer. The buffer is interfaced via PCI to
the readout computer (the host PC).

The design of different mezzanine cards to read out the other
NA60 sub-detectors is planned, requiring a total of eleven
PCI-FLIC cards with their corresponding mezzanines (one
per sub-detector partition) housed in four host PCs (local data
concentrators). In the proposed scheme, 150 MB of partition
data per machine spill are sent to a Global Data Concentrator
PC via a Fast/Gbit Ethernet switch, assembled into complete
events and routed to a remote disk server via the Ethernet
switch.

The readout of the muon spectrometer has been successfully
implemented using PCI-FLIC and RMH mezzanine cards
and the Linux driver described in Section IV-B, yielding a

37.8-MB/s throughput. Higher performance can be obtained
with a bus-mastering DMA scheme.

2) Other Applications: In another application, a PC-based
test station, we use the PCI-FLIC card with an 80 MB/s S-Link
receiver/transmitter mezzanine for transmitting and receiving
test data over a twisted pair.

B. Software for the PCI-FLIC Card

Using a commodity PC as host, two major environments can
be targeted: Linux and Windows.

1) Linux Environment:A Linux 2.2.x driver allowing up to
five PCI-FLIC cards was developed by the NA60 experiment. It
supports CPU-initiated data transfers to and from the PCI-FLIC
SDRAM using the optimizations mentioned in Section III-A-II.
A utility was developed to directly reconfigure the FPGA from
the host CPU via the PCI bus, allowing (in a networked PC)
remote reconfiguration.
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2) Windows Environment:A Dynamic Link Library (DLL)
for Windows 98/2000/NT was developed using Jungo’s Win-
driver utility [24]. This library provides functions to access the
memory and configuration registers in the FCI-FLIC card and
can be used by higher-level software layers. An interface for
LabView has been developed based on this DLL, allowing con-
trol and monitoring applications via graphical interfaces.

V. CONCLUSION

The PCI bus available in off-the-shelf PCs offers a
high-performance, cost-effective alternative for conventional
crate-based DAQ systems. Among different possibilities, the
use of commodity PCs housing general-purpose FPGA-based
PCI cards with application-specific CMC mezzanines is con-
sidered. This results in a flexible I/O concept with has a number
of benefits like superseding VME bandwidth limitations.

We developed a flexible I/O card (PCI-FLIC) and the RMH
mezzanine for the CAMAC-based NA60 muon spectrometer
readout. Both cards are being used successfully in the experi-
ment (see Fig. 5).

Similar approaches to the PCI-FLIC have been developed
independently for similar applications, however sometimes
lacking general-purpose I/O, limiting I/O to 32 b, or having
less or no support for buffered architectures.
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A New PCI Card for Readout in High
Energy Physics Experiments

Michele Floris, Corrado Cicalò, Davide Marras, Gianluca Usai, and André David

Abstract—Recently, some high energy physics experiments have
started to adopt readout systems based on the PCI architecture. In
this context, a new PCI card that can be adapted to several readout
schemes has been designed. It contains a 64-MiB1 local buffer, pro-
grammable FPGA logic, a hardware PCI bridge, and can be con-
nected to mezzanine cards. The card is presently used in the NA60
experiment at the CERN SPS for the readout of several detectors.
The interfacing to the different front-ends is provided by the mez-
zanine cards while the readout protocols are implemented in the
FPGA. Moreover, it is used as a test readout system for the ALICE
experiment muon chambers. This paper describes the card, with
particular emphasis on its flexibility and relatively simple develop-
ment, related to the use of an external PCI bridge.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE PCI bus offers very attractive features for readout ap-
plications in high energy physics: It allows for good per-

formance (bandwidth up to some 100 MiB/s in master mode) at
a relatively low price. Moreover, interfacing with the DAQ soft-
ware is extremely easy, as discussed below.

The development of a PCI device can be greatly simplified by
using hardware bridges. These devices take care of all the com-
plexities of the PCI bus and the user can implement simplified
transactions on a simplified bus.

By combining these cores with FPGA technology, it is pos-
sible to obtain a very flexible solution, which can be adapted to
several different schemes.

In this paper, a PCI card which has been developed following
these ideas is presented. This is presently used in several dif-
ferent readout applications.

In Sections II–IV, the target application and requirements for
the card development, the actual implementation, and perfor-
mance are described. Finally, all the applications where this card
is presently used are listed.

II. MOTIVATION AND REQUIREMENTS

The drive toward the development of the card was the idea to
use it as the basic unit in the readout of the NA60 experiment
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at the CERN SPS [1]. NA60 is a heavy ion experiment which
is currently in the data-taking phase. Its apparatus consists of
four detectors (a muon spectrometer, a zero degree calorimeter,
a silicon strip beam tracker, and a silicon pixel vertex telescope)
with very different front-end electronics. The idea was to read all
of them using the same general purpose PCI card. The adopted
strategy is to use detector-specific mezzanine cards to interface
the different front-ends. It was also decided to divide the appa-
ratus into several independent partitions, from the readout point
of view.

At the CERN SPS particles do not hit the target continuously
but rather during time intervals called “bursts” or “spills,” typ-
ically 5 s long, separated by “interbursts,” typically 10 s long.
This is an important constraint to take into account in devel-
oping a DAQ system and the readout of the NA60 experiment
is indeed spill buffered. This means that the data from each par-
tition are read out independently and stored in a local memory
during the burst, when they are produced. Data from different
partitions are read by the software during the interburst to be
stored on tape [2].

In summary, the card requirements were:

1) flexibility, as it was meant to be used for all the detectors;
2) compatibility with mezzanine cards, to interface the dif-

ferent front ends;
3) on board memory, to be used as a local buffer;
4) fast development, as NA60 is a running experiment;
5) low cost.

III. PCI-CFD CARD

Fig. 1 shows the card which has been developed, called PCI
compact and flexible design (CFD). It is built around an FPGA,
which is the natural choice in order to have a flexible solution.
The FPGA [Fig. 1(a)] is an Altera APEX EP20K100, which has
enough logic gates for our purposes (about 250 000), in a BGA
package, having a reasonable number of I/O pins (about 240) in
a limited space.

The PCI interfacing is handled by a PLX hardware bridge
[Fig. 1(b)]. This device takes care of all the complexities of the
PCI bus and provides a local TTL bus, where the user can imple-
ment transactions by using a simplified protocol. This chip can
be customized (for example PCI memory spaces can be defined)
and the configuration parameters are stored in an EEPROM
which can be written from PCI (see Section III-B). The bridge
used is a PLX 9030 [3], which works as a PCI target. More than
satisfactory performance (see Section III-C) can be achieved

0018-9499/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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Fig. 1. PCI CFD card. (a) FPGA. (b) PCI bridge. (c) SDRAM. (d) Mezzanine card connectors. (e) Silicon serial number.

Fig. 2. JTAG chain as implemented in the PCI CFD card. The Altera FPGA can be programmed directly from PCI and the JTAG chain can be extended to the
mezzanine.

with this device, with less complication with respect to a PCI
master.

The board is equipped with 64 MiB of SDRAM [four banks,
16 MiB each, Fig. 1(c)], which are used as the spill buffer,
and with connectors for mezzanine cards [Fig. 1(d)]. The mez-
zanines are based on the IEEE standard for CMC cards [4]
(with two connectors) and the card is compliant with the rec-
ommended physical arrangement for S-Link cards [5]. On the
other hand, it is not compliant with the IEEE standard for PMC
cards [6]. While this standard foresees the possibility to extend
the PCI bus to the mezzanine, this feature is not implemented
in our card, because it was an unnecessary complication for our
purposes.

A silicon serial number [DALLAS DS2401, Fig. 1(e)], al-
lowing to identify every PCI CFD uniquely, is also present. This
is a very useful feature when more than one card is plugged on
the same bus.

Another interesting feature of the card concerns the JTAG
[7] configuration of the Altera FPGA (Fig. 2). Usually, these

FPGAs (and the EEPROMs which store their configuration) are
configured through a JTAG interface implemented by plugging
a special cable (which is typically connected to the PC parallel
port) to a dedicated connector on the board and using a special
software from Altera. As for our application, some general pur-
pose I/O pins available on the PLX chip were used to implement
a PCI JTAG interface. In this way, it is possible to configure
the FPGA via the PCI bus, without having to physically access
the device or plug any extra cable. An existing software was
modified for this purpose (see Section III-B). The source of the
JTAG stream (PLX/PCI or connector) can be selected via a tris-
tate buffer, which is also controlled by one of the PLX general
purpose I/O pins. Moreover, it is possible to extend the JTAG
chain to the mezzanine card using a jumper. In this way, FPGA
devices (both on the PCI and on the mezzanine card) can be re-
programmed on the fly in a straightforward way. This feature is
very useful for DAQ applications, where some of the cards may
be located in the experimental zone and thus not easily acces-
sible.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the PCI CFD card and of the logic implemented inside its FPGA.

The development time for this card was very short (about two
months), mainly thanks to the PLX chip which made the PCI
interfacing extremely simple.

A. Card Implementation

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the CFD card, expanding the
logic which is implemented inside the FPGA. It consists of five
main blocks: SDRAM controller, PCI interface, register block,
user application and control logic.

The SDRAM controller (SDRAM CTRL, Fig. 3) provides
a simplified interface to the SDRAM and sends all the needed
control sequences (the refresh commands, for example). A Ver-
ilog/VHDL SDRAM controller, freely available from Altera,
was embedded in the design, shortening the development time
of the FPGA logic. In our application, the SDRAM controller is
configured to perform reads/writes in an eight-word burst mode.
It has been complemented with a FIFO which caches the neces-
sary number of words before starting the transactions. The data
words are 32 bit wide, to cope with the PCI bus width. As the
SDRAM physical banks have a 16-bit data bus, the highest 16
bits are written in a bank and the lowest in another. Two memory
banks are then cascaded to get the desired memory size, the ad-
dress bus, therefore, being 24 bits wide.

The PCI interface is used to implement the transactions on
the local bus with the PLX. This chip is set to work with eight-
word-long bursts as well, in order to match the SDRAM.

The registers block (REG) contains some general purpose
registers which can be accessed via PCI. They are used to store
information about the readout (e.g., number of events, number
of bursts, etc.) and to implement the handshake between soft-
ware and hardware [2]. The contents of the unique identifier (the
silicon serial number) are read through a one-wire interface and
written in a PCI register so that they can be accessed by the soft-
ware.

In some applications, it is necessary to send commands to
the on-detector electronics, in which case, complex mezzanines
have to be used. A serial link to send commands from the CFD
to the mezzanine has been implemented. The command to be
sent is written to a PCI register by the software and then a
second register is accessed to trigger the transmission of the
command through the serial link. Some commands might pro-
duce an output, which is written to an “OUTPUT” register and
can, thus, be accessed by the software.

The user application is the interface with the mezzanine. It is
used to implement the detector-specific protocol to get the data
from the front-end, format them, and store them in the SDRAM.

Both the user application and the PCI interface can access the
memory and registers. For this reason, a control logic (CTRL
LOGIC) is needed to arbitrate accesses to the memories. In the
case of NA60, this is the same for all detectors and it is fairly
simple: access is granted to the user application during the burst,
when events are produced, and to the PCI interface during the
interburst, when events need to be read out by the software. In a
different environment, a different policy to access the memories,
and, thus, a different control logic might be needed.

B. Software

Some support software for the Linux operating system has
been developed. It includes a program to write the EEPROM
of the PLX 9030, which is used to change the configuration of
the PLX without an external EEPROM programmer. The vendor
only provided a similar program for the Windows operating
system.

An existing software (jamplayer [8]), used to JTAG-program
the Altera devices using a special cable, has been modified in
order to allow the PCI configuration of these devices. This pro-
gram uses a standard file format (jam [8]).

A driver for the 2.2 Linux kernel has been developed. The PCI
memory is seen by the operating system as a kind of “extension”
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Fig. 4. Map of the PCI-CFD memory. 32 KiB are reserved for the registers,
but only 64 B (16 registers, in black) are used by existing applications. 64 MiB
are reserved for the SDRAM.

of the PC main memory: It is enough to access the memory, as
mapped by the Linux kernel, at the right offset. On the other
hand, by using the driver it is possible to access the PCI memory
without having to know its absolute offset, thus simplifying fur-
ther the access to the card. Fig. 4 shows how the memory is
mapped on the PCI CFD: A register space is assigned to PCI
BAR 5 and is defined as nonprefetchable, a memory space is
assigned to BAR 4 and defined as prefetchable. 32 KiB are re-
served for the registers, but only 64 B (16 registers, 32 bits each)
are used by existing applications. Those regions are mapped in
the PLX bridge local memory area and assigned respectively to
chip select 0 and 1 [3].

The driver also sets the PC CPU memory type range registers
(MTRR) [9]. These are used to set the communication strategy
between areas of the memory and the processor cache. They are
needed to achieve optimum performance; in fact, a factor 4 to 5
or more in performance can be achieved by simply setting these
registers to the proper values.

From the preceding remarks, it should be clear that the inter-
facing with the software (DAQ and configuration) of a PCI de-
vice is extremely simple, as PCI is natively supported by most
operating systems.

C. Performance

Good performance was achieved, especially considering that
the card is working as a PCI target. This was possible thanks to
the appropriate setting of the MTRR registers (see Section III-B)
and to the fact that both the PLX and the SDRAM were working
with eight-word bursts. The MTRR setting used (write through)
allows for full CPU cache line fills when reading from the PCI
bus [9].

It should be noted that the performance of a PCI device
strongly depends on the host computer. The performance that
is quoted here was achived on a test system2 (based on a ASUS
A7M266 motherboard), which was carefully chosen in 2001
in order to optimize it. Differences of about 30% between
different host computers were observed.

2In fact, this is the system which was chosen and is used for the readout of
the NA60 experiment.

TABLE I
PIII: INTEL PENTIUM III, 800 MHz. Ath 800: ATHLON,

800 MHz. Ath 1.2: AMD ATHLON, 1.2 GHz

Fig. 5. Mezzanine for level conversion from ECL/NIM signals to TTL.
Initially developed for the readout of the NA60 Muon Spectrometer. It is now
used in the readout of three different detectors.

The bandwidth for accessing the SDRAM is 30 MiB/s when
reading and 15 MiB/s when writing. Without the MTRR setting
the observed performance is 5 MiB/s when reading.

Table I summarizes results achieved with different mother-
boards and processors.

IV. APPLICATIONS

The card is presently used in several different applications, in
the readout of the NA60 experiment and in a test readout system
for the ALICE experiment muon chambers.

NA60 applications will be described briefly (a detailed de-
scription of the NA60 readout system can be found in [2]).

The first set of NA60 applications is based on a very simple
mezzanine (Fig. 5) which only does the level conversion from
ECL and NIM signals, used by the front-end electronics, to TTL
signals which can be used by the FPGA on the CFD. The readout
protocol is implemented inside the FPGA itself. This mezzanine
was initially developed for the readout of the Muon Spectrom-
eter, but it is now also used for the readout of two other detectors
(zero degree calorimeter and beam tracker). This has required
implementing two different protocols: the RMH [10] and the
FERA [11] protocol. Both of them are double handshake pro-
tocols, very similar to each other and similar to the VME one.
The main difference between the two is that in the case of the
RMH the PCI-CFD card is the bus-master, while in the case of
the FERA it is the slave.

The readout of the pixel detector is the most complex ap-
plication developed for the NA60 experiment. It is based on
a mezzanine (Fig. 6) equipped with a FPGA which performs
readout, zero suppression, and data encoding. Encoded data are
written into a FIFO, which is then accessed by the CFD card.
The mezzanine is also responsible for the JTAG configuration
of the on-detector electronics and itself has some configurable
parameters (e.g., the length and delay of the signal used to strobe
the data). Commands are sent to the mezzanine, which exe-
cutes them or forward them to the front-end electronics, with
the mechanism described in Section III-A.
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Fig. 6. NA60 pixel readout mezzanine. This complex mezzanine is used to
implement the custom NA60 pixel readout system.

Fig. 7. ALICE mezzanine. This mezzanine is used to implement a readout
test system for the ALICE Muon Arm tracking chambers. It implements a DSP
linkport emulation.

One application has also been developed out of the scope of
NA60. The ALICE experiment [12], which will take place at the
CERN LHC, will make use of MWPC tracking chambers for its
“Muon Arm.” The chambers for the last stations are currently
being assembled. A readout system, to be used for tests with
cosmic rays for these chambers was developed. It is based on
a complex mezzanine (Fig. 7) and the idea is somewhat similar
to the NA60 pixel application: The custom readout protocol is
implemented on the mezzanine FPGA and data are written into
a FIFO. In the ALICE experiment the muon chambers will be
read out using a system of DSPs from Analog Devices, using
a custom bus called linkport [12]. An emulation of the DSP
accessing the linkport has been implemented in the mezzanine.
In this application it is as well necessary to send commands to
the on-detector electronics and to the mezzanine.

This application is different from the NA60 ones because it is
not spill-buffered. For this reason it has a different control logic
(see Section III-A): Every event is transferred to disk as soon
as it is produced. A simple custom DAQ software has also been
developed for this application.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a PCI card which has been designed for readout
applications in high energy physics has been presented. Despite

the very short development time of about two months, the card
is highly flexible and has good overall performance. This was
possible thanks to hardware PCI cores and FPGA technology.
The former permits to develop a PCI card without having to care
about the PCI bus itself, the latter allows for great flexibility.

Accurate choice of the host computer and careful tuning of
the software has also played an important role in improving the
performance.

Although better performances could be achieved with more
specialized cards, we think one of the major strengths of our
card is generality, as the card can be used in any commodity
PC.

An upgrade which significantly improves the performance of
the card without compromising its generality could be achieved
(relatively easily) replacing the presently used PLX bridge with
another one working as a PCI master.

The card is currently used as the basic readout element in the
CERN experiment NA60 and in a test system for the ALICE
muon arm tracking chambers. Interfacing to different detectors
is ensured by custom mezzanine cards and further applications
might be implemented using the same scheme. Among the fu-
ture plans is the implementation of the SLINK protocol [5].
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Appendix C

Burst-by-burst data selection

Depois da colheita há que separar o trigo do joio.
Provérbio Português
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C.1.2 Run 6455 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205

This appendix offers further details on the run and burst selection used for the physics analysis
reported in this thesis.

Prior to data reconstruction, runs are preselected by scanning the “run logbooks”. We only re-
tain long enough runs (more than 10 bursts) which are not flagged as inappropriate for the physics
analyses (calibrations, high-voltage scans, zero-field runs, etc), as described in chapter 6.

Each group of runs comprehends reconstructed runs with a given combination of ACM and PT7
magnet polarities, which are, along with detector setup changes, the most important variables to
consider when mixing events from different runs. It is important to keep in mind that event mixing is
at the heart of the combinatorial and fake matches background subtraction, as explained in chapter 7.

Data selection is done on a burst-by-burst level. For brevity we present only the “database” used
to reject runs in Group 1 and bursts in two runs of that group. Its format is very simple: two numbers
identify a run and a burst to reject. If the burst number is -10, then the whole run should be rejected.

Plots of the variables used in identifying bad runs/bursts follow the listings. We show the run
survey for Group 1 and the burst survey for two runs, for brevity reasons. As can be noted, for
the most part run 6454 (page 203) has no reconstructed dimuons, though the last 7 bursts could
be salvaged. Run 6455 shows the same symptoms, but only for a few bursts in the middle of the
run. The complete list of groups and runs processed in this selection procedure can be found at
http://cern.ch/adavid/thesis/IMR-burst-selection/.

For each run, averages over its bursts are implied. Except for the measured beam intensity, all
variables are averaged over events in a burst. The panels on the left half (left to right, top to bottom)
correspond to:

Beam (ZDC) Beam intensity (integrated per burst) as measured by the ZDC.

Rec PC Dimuons Number of reconstructed dimuons in the muon spectrometer.

Rec PC Dimuons per Beam Ratio of the two previous variables.

PCMuon fraction on Top sextants (charge av.) Charge averaged ratio of single muons reconstruct-
ed in the muon spectrometer for sextants above and below the beamline.

Dimuon matching rate Fraction of reconstructed dimuons in the muon spectrometer which were
successfully matched to tracks from the vertex tracker.

PCMuon fraction on Jura Sextants (µ+ only) Fraction of reconstructed positive muons in the sex-
tants on the Jura side of the muon spectrometer.
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VTTracks per PC Dimuon Number of reconstructed vertex tracker tracks in events with a recon-
structed PC dimuon.

VTDimuon ++
−− ratio Ratio of like-sign matched dimuons.

VTVertex X x coordinate of the interaction point as determined by the vertex tracker tracks’ vertex.

VTVertex Y idem for the y coordinate.

The right half panels show the average hit occupancy per event in the individual pixel planes,
adding together hits from all sensors in each plane.

All these variables have important information concerning the potential use of the events in the
corresponding runs/bursts, as described in chapter 6.

In order to streamline the scanning procedure, a program automatically evaluates the dispersion
of the data and sets reasonable thresholds for rejection (horizontal red lines). These are stricter for
some variables, reflecting the importance of that variable in the selection. This program then pro-
duces a list of suspicious bursts/runs together with the (coded) reasons for rejection.

We took these as indications for possible problems and the selection was always done using hu-
man discernment. This can be noted from the many lines commented out (starting with the “#”
character) as well as bursts inserted by hand (which lack the rejection “reason” after the burst num-
ber).

C.1 Group 1 (Runs 6454–6468)

Runs suggested for rejection in Group 1 [6454-6468]

# 6454 -10 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam ]

# 6460 -10 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6464 -10 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam ]

6467 -10 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

# 6468 -10 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

Bursts suggested for rejection in Run 6454 [from 101 bursts]

6454 1 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 2 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 3 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 4 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 5 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 6 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 7 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 8 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 9 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 10 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 11 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 12 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 13 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 14 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 15 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 16 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 17 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 18 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 19 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 20 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 21 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 22 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 23 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 24 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 25 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 26 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 27 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 28 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 29 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 30 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 31 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 32 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 33 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 34 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 35 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 36 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 37 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 38 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 39 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 40 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 41 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 42 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 43 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 44 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 45 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 46 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 47 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 48 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 49 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 50 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 51 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 52 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 53 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 54 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 55 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 56 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 57 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 58 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 59 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 60 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 61 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 62 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 63 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 64 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 65 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 66 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 67 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 68 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 69 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 70 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 71 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 72 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 73 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 74 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 75 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 76 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 77 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 78 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 79 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 80 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 81 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 82 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 83 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 84 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 85 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 86 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 87 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 88 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 89 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 90 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 91 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 92 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6454 93 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6454 94 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

Bursts suggested for rejection in Run 6455 [from 94 bursts]

6455 33 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6455 34 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6455 35 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6455 36 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6455 37 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6455 38 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6455 39 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm LSRatio ]

6455 40 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6455 41 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6455 42 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

6455 47 | Rej: [PCDimu MatchRate TracksPerPCDimu SextAsymm VTVtx LSRatio ]

6455 94 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

Bursts suggested for rejection in Run 6457 [from 27 bursts]

# 6457 2 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6457 5 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6457 9 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam TracksPerPCDimu VTVtx ]

6457 18 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam TracksPerPCDimu VTVtx ]

Bursts suggested for rejection in Run 6458 [from 86 bursts]

# 6458 3 | Rej: [VTVtx ]
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# 6458 13 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6458 16 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

# 6458 21 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 25 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 27 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 28 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 29 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 30 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 35 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 37 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 40 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 42 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 46 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 48 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 49 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 50 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 51 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 53 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 54 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 57 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 59 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 64 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 70 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 71 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 72 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 73 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6458 74 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

# 6458 80 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 81 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6458 82 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6458 86 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

Bursts suggested for rejection in Run 6460 [from 89 bursts]

6460 3 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

6460 36 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

6460 55 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

6460 60 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

6460 89 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam TracksPerPCDimu VTVtx ]

Bursts suggested for rejection in Run 6462 [from 17 bursts]

6462 1 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

# 6462 9 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6462 14 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6462 16 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6462 17 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam ]

Bursts suggested for rejection in Run 6464 [from 92 bursts]

6464 52 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam VTVtx ]

6464 69 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6464 70 | Rej: [VTVtx ]

6464 80 | Rej: [PCDimu PCDimuPerBeam TracksPerPCDimu VTVtx ]

Bursts suggested for rejection in Run 6468 [from 60 bursts]

6468 49 | Rej: [PCDimuPerBeam ]
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